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SUMMARY
Nonlinear mixing of two collinear, initially monochromatic, Rayleigh waves
propagating in the same direction in an isotropic, nonlinear elastic solid is investi-
gated: analytically, by finite element method simulations and experimentally.
In the analytical part, it is shown that only collinear mixing in the same direction
fulfills the phase matching condition based on Jones and Kobett [13] for the resonant
generation of the second harmonics, as well as the sum and difference frequency com-
ponents caused by the interaction of the two fundamental waves. Next, a coupled
system of ordinary differential equations is derived based on the Lagrange equations
of the second kind for the varying amplitudes of the higher harmonic and combination
frequency components of the fundamentals waves. Numerical results of the evolution
of the amplitudes of these frequency components over the propagation distance are
provided for different ratios of the fundamental wave frequencies. It is shown that
the energy transfer is larger for higher frequencies, and that the oscillation of the
energy between the different frequency components depends on the amplitudes and
frequencies of the fundamental waves. Furthermore, it is illustrated that the hori-
zontal velocity component forms a shock wave while the vertical velocity component
forms a pulse in the case of low attenuation. This behavior is independent of the
two fundamental frequencies and amplitudes that are mixed. The analytical model
is then extended by implementing diffraction effects in the parabolic approximation.
To be able to quantify the acoustic nonlinearity parameter, β, general relations based
on the plane wave assumption are derived. With these relations a β is expressed, that
is analog to the β for longitudinal waves, in terms of the second harmonics and the
sum and the difference frequencies. As a next step, frequency and amplitude ratios
xv
of the fundamental frequencies are identified, which provide a maximum amplitude
of one of the second harmonics as well as the sum or difference frequency components
to enhance experimental results.
Subsequently, the results of the analytical model are compared to those of finite
element method simulations. Two dimensional simulations for small propagation dis-
tances gave similar results for analytical and finite element simulations. Consquently.
this shows the validity of the analytical model for this setup.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the mixing technique and of the models,
experiments were conducted using a wedge transducer to excite mixed Rayleigh waves
and an air-coupled transducer to detect the fundamentals, second harmonics and the
sum frequency. Thus, these experiments yield more physical information compared
to the case of using a single fundamental wave. Further experiments were conducted
that confirm the modeled dependence on the amplitudes of the generated waves.
In conclusion, the results of this research show that it is possible to measure the
acoustic nonlinearity parameter β to quantify material damage by mixing Rayleigh




This chapter provides the a background on nonlinear acoustic nondestructive evalu-
ation (NDE) concepts and states the objectives of the conducted research. Also an
overview of related research results is given and gaps among existing research results
are stated which this thesis seeks to fill. Finally, the structure of the thesis closes this
chapter.
1.1 Motivation
NDE techniques using ultrasonic measurements have proven to be very useful in
the last decades to reduce maintenance cost and to ensure a safe use of mechani-
cal resources by monitoring the health of critical components. However, linear NDE
techniques are not sensitive enough to detect micro structural changes as their scales
are much smaller than the typical wavelengths used in an experiment using linear
techniques [11]. Therefore, linear acoustic methods are usually limited to the detec-
tion of large scale damages like macro-cracks. That is why it has proven of value to
apply nonlinear acoustical methods to obtain information about the micro structure
of a material before damages like macro-cracks arise, as nonlinear material properties
are sensitive to micro structural changes [12, 28, 38].
Nonlinear acoustic techniques make use of the measurement of higher harmonics of the
fundamental wave which are generated in an initially monochromatic signal through
the nonlinearity of the solid in which the waves propagate [5]. Here, the acoustic
nonlinearity parameter β can be measured to characterize the micro structural state.
In recent years a few different nonlinear acoustic techniques have been developed to
quantify several nonlinear acoustic phenomena within a material. They can be used
1
to measure fatigue damage prior to crack initiation, as the dislocation density will
be increased which is the only significant micro structural change for the damaged
material. This leads to a generation of larger higher harmonics compared to an un-
damaged specimen which increases the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β and can be
used to monitor the health state of the specimen. As dislocations have a relatively
small influence on macroscopic material properties we rely on nonlinear techniques
since linear methods are not sensitive enough as pointed out before [12, 38].
Furthermore, nonlinear ultrasound has been applied successfully to aging of materials
[5] and stress corrosion cracking [42]. Nonlinear ultrasound can be used as well to
measure irradiation damage as the underlying effects of increasing dislocation den-
sity and precipitate growth are quantifiable by nonlinear techniques. It has been
demonstrated that irradiation of an undamaged specimen first increases the acoustic
nonlinearity parameter β until a medium dose and from there on it will decrease again
for higher doses [27].
This research focuses on nonlinear techniques using Rayleigh surface waves for a va-
riety of reasons. Firstly, we can investigate components that we can only access from
on side as excitation and detection of Rayleigh waves are conducted on the same
side in contrast to bulk waves. Secondly, as Rayleigh waves are nondispersive and as
the energy is concentrated within the surface as opposed to bulk waves, a stronger
nonlinear interaction is obtained which helps to measure for example corrosion or
fatigue damage more easily which usually starts in the surface. Thirdly, Rayleigh
waves decay more slowly than bulk waves as they dissipate their energy less rapidly
which is useful to investigate large components [9, 12, 38].
Recently, the nonlinear concept of measuring the second harmonic of a fundamental
Rayleigh wave has been taken a step further by mixing of two Rayleigh waves, which
has been experimentally applied in concrete [10] and demonstrated several advan-
tages. Mixing of two Rayleigh waves produces not only higher harmonics of each
2
fundamental wave but also sum and difference frequencies of all harmonics (combi-
nation frequencies). The sum and difference frequencies and the second harmonics
of the two fundamental waves can be measured to provide more physical information
compared to the case of a single fundamental to quantify the material state. The
various frequency components can have different advantages depending on the spe-
cific application and the available experimental equipment such as transducers with
specific center frequencies. For example the difference frequency undergoes low atten-
uation and low scattering which is advantageous in materials with high attenuation
such as concrete. Moreover, the difference frequency component is less sensitive to
the contact condition between transducer and surface of the specimen. Finally, if the
difference frequency component arises from the mixing of two high frequencies it is
usually much larger compared to a one wave set up where the considered frequency of
the difference component would be realized as the second harmonic of a much smaller
fundamental wave in terms of frequency and energy assuming similar fundamental
amplitudes.
1.2 Problem Statement
The objectives of this thesis are to understand, model, simulate and validate the
mixing process of two collinear Rayleigh waves and the generation of higher harmonics
as well as sum and difference frequencies to be able to better interpret experimental
results. An additional goal is to identify of the frequency and amplitude ratios of the
two fundamental frequencies, which provide a maximum amplitude of the considered
frequency components to enhance experimental results. A final focus of this research




The theoretical background used in the present paper to be able to model Rayleigh
wave mixing reaches back several decades. In 1963 Jones and Kobett [13] published a
paper on wave mixing in which they established resonance conditions to calculate the
occurrence of strong scattered waves. In the same year Rollins [31] validated their
theoretical results and detected the predicted scattered waves.
In 1973, Reutov [30] showed that the averaged variational principle can be used to
consider multi wave interaction of surface waves. Moreover, the equations for the in-
teractions of the different harmonics of a surface wave in an isotropic elastic medium
have been discussed.
In 1981, Kalyanasundaram [14] has published a paper on nonlinear mixing of two
co-directional Rayleigh waves. In this work the method of multiple scales is used in-
cluding perturbation expansions considering the fundamental and second harmonics
and the sum and difference frequency component. By satisfying solvability conditions
a set of coupled nonlinear differential equations were obtained to perform numerical
simulations.
In 1983, Kalyanasundaram presented a paper [17] about the mixing of two Rayleigh
waves propagating in opposite directions. Here, it is stated that no mode coupling be-
tween the primary waves exists. Kalyanasundaram used an extension of the method
of multiple scales in order to handle the singularity of the boundary condition matri-
ces.
In 1985, Lardner [24] used an asymptotic theory of nonlinear Rayleigh waves to in-
vestigate the waveform distortion over propagation distance. Here, the formation of
a shock in the horizontal velocity component is shown and and a pulse shape is ob-
served in the vertical velocity component.
4
In the same year David [8] obtained similar results and discovered that the displace-
ment components do not become discontinuous as opposed to the velocity compo-
nents. In the present thesis an approach highly based on the work of Zabolotskaya
from 1991 [40, 41] will be presented. Zabolotskaya postulated the solution to be in the
form of summation of the considered harmonics of a Rayleigh wave. Then a system
of coupled differential equations is derived based on the Hamiltonian formalism to
describe the dynamics of the slowly varying envelopes or amplitudes of the different
harmonics.
In 1993, Shull et al. [33] worked with the model of Zabolotskaya to analyze the har-
monic generation within Rayleigh waves. A year later Shull et al. published a paper
on finite sized sources [34] extending the model of Zabolotskaya by incorporating
diffraction effects in the parabolic approximation.
In 2009, non-collinear mixing techniques have been successfully applied to quantify
plasticity and fatigue damage. Non-collinear mixing of two shear waves helps to con-
trol system nonlinearities [7].
In 2011 and 2012, the mixing of collinear P-waves and S-waves propagating in oppo-
site directions has been used to measure the acoustic nonlinearity parameter [25, 26].
This allows to determine the acoustic nonlinearity and accordingly the damage of a
material locally in the mixing zone of the involved waves. Thus, it has the potential to
measure the spatial distribution of the acoustic nonlinearity to conduct more detailed
non-destructive damage evaluations.
1.4 Gap Analysis
Considering the previous work, there are several gaps within the wave mixing field
of Rayleigh waves which will be covered in this thesis. First of all, a model for the
mixing process will be developed that does not only include the fundamental waves,
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the second harmonics plus the sum and difference frequency components as in [14],
but also a variable amount of higher harmonics and combination frequencies. A large
number of frequency components is crucial for simulations with low attenuating mate-
rials and highly nonlinear effects such as shock formations. Also, a representation that
allows for easy adjustment of the number of harmonics and combination frequencies
considered, will be developed which ensures easy automation to set up the system of
differential equations and no nonlinear boundary conditions have to be fulfilled [41].
Moreover, a model will be developed that does not assume slowly varying envelopes
as opposed to many other papers [14–16, 40, 41], to make the solutions more accurate.
Diffraction effects will be included in the Rayleigh wave mixing process which has not
been done yet and general formulas to calculate the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β
based on the second harmonics plus sum and difference frequency components will be
developed. Multiple analytical and numerical investigations of the analytical model
will be used to make draw conclusions about the effects of different amplitudes and
frequencies of the fundamental waves and their ratios.
The analytical model is directly compared to a FEM model for validation purposes.
Such a direct comparison has not been presented in the covered literature.
As in [10] the difference frequency component has been the focus of experimental
Rayleigh wave mixing in concrete, this thesis will cover the measurement of both
second harmonics plus the sum frequency and use aluminum to demonstrate the
technique for a different material. Also an air-coupled transducer is used to detect
the Rayleigh waves which is a relatively new approach in nonlinear acoustics.
1.5 Outline
The following section gives a short overview of the structure of the thesis. In Chapter
2 a short introduction is given to fundamental wave propagation concepts which
are relevant for this thesis. Based on these concepts, in Chapter 3 a theoretical
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mixing model for the interaction between the different harmonics and combination
frequencies is derived and extended to a finite sized source. Numerical simulations are
presented and relations for the calculation of the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β are
presented. Hereupon, in Chapter 4 finite element method simulations are conducted
and the results are compared to those of the analytical model. Furthermore, Chapter
5 covers an experimental validation of the practical feasibility of the Rayleigh wave




FUNDAMENTALS OF WAVE PROPAGATION IN SOLIDS
This chapter provides an introduction to the fundamental concepts of wave propaga-
tion in solids which serve as a basis for further investigations. In the beginning defini-
tions and necessary mathematical tools for the wave propagation theory are presented.
As a next step, the linear theory is covered including the linear equations of motion
of wave propagation in solids. This is followed by a discussion of several wave phe-
nomena. Furthermore, P-wave, S-wave and Rayleigh wave theory will be discussed as
well as nonlinear wave propagation concepts. The basic theories and concepts of this
chapter can be found in various books and theses [1, 4, 6, 9, 11, 18, 20, 22, 32, 36, 37].
2.1 Problem Specific Definitions
To make discussions easier to read and write, several definitions will be used through-
out this thesis as they were found useful although not always common:
Definition 2.1 (Labeling of Waves). The two involved waves in the mixing process
are labeled wavea and waveb. The frequency, angular velocity and wavenumber of
wavea are accordingly named as fa, ωa and ka, which holds analogously for waveb.
Definition 2.2 (Frequency components). Integer multiples of a fundamental fre-
quency fa are called higher harmonics, while the nth harmonic is nfa with n = 1, 2, 3...
The frequency component fa + fb is called the sum frequency, fa − fb the difference
frequency and an arbitrary combination of frequencies fa and fb is called combination
frequency and written as nfa±mfb with n = 1, 2, 3.. and m = 1, 2, 3... The inequality
fa ≥ fb holds without loss of generality.
Definition 2.3 (Ratios). The ratio φ = fb/fa ≤ 1 is called the frequency mixing
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ratio (FMR). Analogously, the initial amplitude of waveb denoted by bICb divided by
the initial amplitude of wavea denoted by bICa is called the amplitude mixing ratio
(AMR).
Definition 2.4 (Level of Frequency Components). The fundamental waves are “level
1” waves as they exist as initial conditions. All waves that will be generated directly
out of the two fundamental Rayleigh waves are “level 2” waves. These consist of the
sum frequency fa+fb, the difference frequency fa−fb, the second harmonic of wavea
2fa and the second harmonic of waveb 2fb. The components generated out of the
interaction of level 1 and level 2 waves are analogously “level 3” waves and “level 4”
waves are components generated of level 1 and 3 or level 2 with level 2 components
and so on.
Note that this naming will serve to make the order of the discussed components
clearer but of course there will be also an influence from higher to lower levels trans-
ferring typically small amounts of energy.
2.2 Mathematical Tools
2.2.1 Notation
Within this work different notations such as the vector notation and the indical no-
tation or a short form for partial derivatives as well as the standard form are used
depending on which formulation is found to be useful in the specific equation. For
example, indical notation will be used if sums are involved and the indices are used
as variables that go from one, over two to three. The according coordinates are x1, x2
and x3. However, within the work with specific components that do not use variable
indices anymore we will stick to x, y, and z as they will help to prevent mistakes and
are easier to read. Thus, u1 = ux, u2 = uy and u3 = uz will hold. Also, the symbol
∂i denotes the partial derivative
∂
∂xi
in i-direction, where Lagrangian coordinates are




. This is also the case for partial derivatives in direction of generalized
coordinates. Besides, Einstein notation will be used, which means that repeated in-
dices are treated as a summation.
Finally, bold symbols represent vectors. In vector notation, ∇× u denotes the curl
of u, ∇ · u the divergence and ∇2 the Laplacian.
2.2.2 Gauss’ Theorem
The Gauss’ Theorem, also called divergence theorem, is used to relate a surface
integral over a closed surface S to a volume integral over the volume V which is
bounded by the surface S. Thus, Gauss’ Theorem equates the flow through the
surface S with the sources and sinks inside the volume V . It is essential to later
develop Cauchy’s equations of motion in Section 2.3.2 .
Theorem 2.1 (Gauss’ Theorem). Suppose the compact volume V is bounded by the







where ui denotes the components of the continuously differentiable vector field u and
ni are the outward pointing components of the unit normal vector n on the surface S.
2.2.3 Lagrangian Mechanics
For derivation of the equations of motion in Chapter 3 the Lagrange equations of
the second kind for a conservative system will prove to be very useful. By problem
specific choice of the generalized coordinates qn we can find the equations of motion
for our problem by modeling the kinetic and potential energy of the system as the
active forces have a potential when conservation of energy holds. The Theorem is as
follows:
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Theorem 2.2 (Lagrange equations of the second kind). Suppose the total kinetic
energy of a conservative system is denoted by T and the total potential energy by U .
Then, we can define the Lagrangian as
L = T − U (2)









for N generalized coordinates qn. The number of generalized coordinates matches the
number of degrees of freedom.
2.2.4 Helmholtz Decomposition
In wave propagation it is often useful to write displacements in terms of potentials to
arrive at easier representations of the considered equations. In order to do this, we
can use the Helmholtz Theorem:
Theorem 2.3 (Helmholtz’s Theorem). We can decompose the vector field u by in-
troducing a scalar potential Φ and a vector potential Ψ in the form
u = ∇Φ+∇×Ψ with ∇ ·Ψ = 0 (4)
The zero-divergence condition is necessary to uniquely relate the three components
of u to the four components of the potentials.
2.3 Linear Wave Propagation
In the following linear constitutive relations and linear geometric relations will be
used to obtain the linear elastic wave equation. P-waves, S-waves and Rayleigh
waves emerge from this equation and will be discussed plus several important wave
phenomena will be pointed out.
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2.3.1 Linear Stress Strain Relationship
In the following we develop a stress strain relationship assuming a homogeneous and
linear elastic medium. This is necessary to later develop the equations of motion
for a propagating wave in a solid. Stress and strain are linked physically through
constitutive relations. The linear stress strain relationship in the indical notation is
given as
σij = cijklǫkl. (5)
Here, σij is the stress tensor, cijkl the fourth order elastic tensor and ǫkl the linear
strain tensor. The control variables i, j, k and l are one, two or three. In this general
representation cijkl consists of 81 components. Furthermore, with the symmetry of
the stress and strain tensors it follows
cijkl = cjikl and cijkl = cijlk. (6)
With further thermodynamical considerations one can find that
cijkl = cklij (7)
holds. It follows that only 21 components of cijkl are independent. Assuming an
isotropic material with identical properties in all directions finally yields only two
independent parameters in cijkl, which are called Lamé’s parameters λ and µ. Thus,
Equation (5) simplifies to
σij = λδijǫkk + 2µǫij (8)
where δij denotes the Kronecker delta.
2.3.2 Cauchy’s Equation of Motion
In order to be able to describe wave propagation in an elastic material, we need to










Figure 2.1: Principle of balance of linear momentum for Cauchy’s first law of motion.
momentum. If we take into account the closed region of Figure 2.1 with surface S
and volume V , we can use the fact that mechanical interaction of material points on
opposite surfaces can be described entirely by a suitable surface tractions t acting on
the surface elements dA with outward normal directions n. Moreover, each element
dV of the considered body is influenced by a body force f . Thus, by applying the










where u denotes the particle displacement and ρ is the material density. When we
substitute the Cauchy stress formula
ti = σijnj (10)
in Equation (9), we can apply Gauss’ theorem of Section 2.2.2 to write the surface
integral as a volume integral which yields
∫
∂jσij + ρ(fi − üi)dV = 0 (11)
or
ρüi = ∂jσij + ρfi (12)
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as Equation (11) holds for each dV. Equation (12) is called Cauchy’s first law of
motion. Note that this equation of motion can also be obtained by considering the
stress variations across a parallelepiped and making use of Newton’s second law of
motion as shown in [20].
2.3.3 Linear Wave Equation
In the following the goal is to write the equation of motion of Section 2.3.2 in terms
of the displacement field u to be able to make better physical interpretations of wave
types and wave phenomena. First of all, we need to introduce the Lagrangian strain
tensor which is based on material coordinates. With the displacement field u and the
current position x∗, the Lagrangian coordinates follow as
x = x∗ − u. (13)




(∂jui + ∂iuj + ∂iuk∂juk). (14)
If we assume small strains we can neglect the geometric nonlinearities and obtain the




(∂jui + ∂iuj). (15)
The strain tensor describes the change in position of points within a continuum and
is a relative measure in contrast to the displacement field u which represents an
absolute change. If we now neglect body forces and substitute the linear stress strain
relationship of Equation (8) into Equation (12) we obtain the linear equations of
motion as
ρüi = ∂iλ∂kuk + ∂jµ(∂iuj + ∂jui) + λ∂i∂kuk + µ∂i∂juj + µ∂j∂jui. (16)
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This second order partial differential equation can be further simplified for a homo-
geneous material where all components of cijkl are constant and thus
∂iλ = ∂iµ = 0, (17)
where the nabla operator denotes the gradient. As a result, for a homogeneous and
isotropic material the elastic wave Equation (16) can be written as
ρüi = (λ+ µ)∂j∂iuj + µ∂j∂jui. (18)
or in vector notation
ρü = (λ+ µ)∇∇ · u+ µ∇2u. (19)
Equation (19) can be further simplified in two easier equations. On the one hand,
if we take the divergence of both sides and substitute the Helmholtz Theorem of
Equation (4) for ui and use the fact that
∇ · u = ∇2Φ, (20)




Φ̈ = 0. (21)
Here, cp =
√
(λ+ 2µ)/ρ holds. If we analogously take the curl of Equation (19),
apply the Helmholtz Theorem and use the fact that










2.3.4 P-waves and S-waves
In the following the theory of P-waves and S-waves will be covered as they make
up the basic components of the Rayleigh waves that are mixed later. In the case
both Φ is zero within Equation (21), we have a divergence free displacement field
and the obtained wave will travel with the speed cs and is called equivoluminal,
distortional, secondary, transversal, shear wave or S-wave. Similarly, if Ψ equals zero
in Equation (23), we obtain an irrotational wave traveling with cp, also called primary,
longitudinal, pressure wave or P-wave. Thus, we can see that the potentials in the










Now, we will have a look on how P-waves and S-waves are related to plane waves.
Analogously to the well-known D’Alembert solution of the one dimensional wave
equation, we can express a plane wave solution in three dimensions by
u = Af(px− ct) (25)
where A is the vector of amplitudes, and p within the function f is the direction
of wave propagation of unity magnitude. Furthermore, c is a wave speed, x denotes
the position and t the time. This plane wave has a constant frequency, a constant
amplitude and its wavefronts occur on parallel planes standing vertically on the wave
propagation direction. If we plug Equation (25) into the Equation of motion (19) we
obtain similar to [37]
ρc2A = (λ+ µ)(p ·A)p+ µA. (26)
According to [9] we can then write the determinant of coefficients as
(λ+ 2µ− ρc2)(µ− ρc2)2 = 0. (27)
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The roots of this equation are exactly cp and cs as defined previously. This shows,
that a plane wave will travel either with cp or cs.
To obtain information about the spatial characteristics of these two different types of
waves, we look at two special cases. First we assume that the amplitude A points in
the wave propagation direction p. This leaves us with
ρc2A = (λ+ µ)A+ µA (28)
which gives c = cp. The fact that the propagation direction of a P-wave is also the
direction of displacement is the reason why the P-wave is also called longitudinal
wave. Moreover, if we assume that the wave propagation direction p is perpendicular
to the direction of the displacement amplitude A we obtain
ρc2A = µA. (29)
and realize that this holds for c = cs. Thus, the perpendicular polarization is the
reason for the name transversal wave for the S-wave. We can have two types of S-
waves, a vertical SV-wave and a horizontal SH-wave, but we will denote vertical shear
waves only as S-waves in the following.
If we take a closer look at the definition of plane waves we can see that it is fulfilled
by simple sine and cosine functions
u = A sin(kx− ωt) (30)









is the wave speed. Here, f denotes the frequency and λw the wavelength. Equa-
tion (30) describes a harmonic plane wave which is a central wave type in nonlinear
measurements and especially in the finite element method (FEM) simulations and
















Figure 2.2: Reflection and transmission of and incident P-wave at a solid-solid
boundary.
2.3.5 Refraction, Reflection and Transmission
In order to conduct and interpret experiments and FEM simulations, we need to con-
sider the phenomena of refraction or Snell’Law as well as reflection and transmission.
They will be important for Rayleigh wave generation according to Section (2.3.6.1)
and wherever we deal with bounded media.
Now, consider the setup of Figure 2.2. As we can see, an incident P-wave at a solid-
solid boundary results in reflected and transmitted P-waves as well as reflected and
transmitted vertical S-waves also called SV-waves. Thus, there is a mode conversion
between P- and SV-waves for angles different from zero degree incidence. Note, that
this analogously holds for incident vertical S-waves, but for horizontally polarized (in
y-direction) S-waves or just SH-waves, we do not have a mode conversion to other
wave types independent of the angle of incidence. For angles of 0◦ we do not have










Figure 2.3: Reflection of an incident SV-wave at a stress free boundary.
















where the second index of the wave velocities denotes solid 1 or 2. Thus, Θpi = Θpr
holds. This principle is fundamental to design the needed wedges for the wedge
excitation of Rayleigh waves.
However, in the FEM simulation and experiments conducted in this thesis we are also
confronted with stress free surfaces, as the considered Rayleigh waves are confined to
free surfaces which can be idealized as a solid-vacuum interface as shown in Figure
(2.3). Here, we see that we only have reflected waves which can be calculated with
stress continuity at the boundary, but we do not have transmitted waves anymore.
Note that Θsi = Θsr holds now. If we increase the incident SV-wave we can see that





where Θsi is also called critical angle. If we further increase this angle of incidence,
the P-wave will become evanescent. This effect can also appear in the solid-solid












Figure 2.4: Generation of a Rayleigh wave with the wedge excitation method.
than of solid 1 or if we also consider incident SV-waves. This leads us now to the
topic of the well-known evanescent Rayleigh waves.
2.3.6 Linear Rayleigh Waves
Rayleigh waves are named after Lord Rayleigh who was the first to investigate them.
Rayleigh waves are closely confined to the surface and therefore also called Rayleigh
surface waves. They travel with the constant velocity cr independent of the frequency,
meaning they are nondispersive and their phase and group velocity are the same. Also,
Rayleigh waves travel even slower than the S-waves and decay rapidly with increasing
depth.
2.3.6.1 Rayleigh Wave Generation
For the FEM simulation and the experiments in Chapters 4 and 5 it will be crucial to
understand the generation of Rayleigh waves. In this thesis we excite Rayleigh waves
with the wedge method according to Figure 2.4. Here, a piezoelectric transducer
excites a P-wave in a plastic wedge. As the plastic wedge has a relatively low wave
speed compared to the specimen which consists for example of metal, we can excite







for cpwedge < cr with the Rayleigh wave speed cr to be determined. The wavelengths
of the P-wave and Rayleigh wave are denoted by λwp and λwr.
The illustrated wedge method is conducted in the experiments in an analogous way
with an air-coupled transducer where the surrounding air works as a wedge to detect
the Rayleigh wave. Thus, the Rayleigh wave “leaks” as a P-wave into the air which
can be measured by sensitive equipment.
2.3.6.2 Rayleigh Wave Equation
To be able to understand experiments better it is indispensable to have a good model
of the investigated subject. Thus, we will start by modeling linear Rayleigh waves
with the linear stress strain relationship for homogeneous, isotropic and elastic solids
according to Equation (8).
The derivation of the Rayleigh wave equations can be found in many textbooks like
[1, 9, 36]. However, we shall review the most important steps in order to make the
resulting Rayleigh wave forms and the notation more comprehensive as they will
make the basis for Chapter 3. Now, consider an isotropic, elastic solid in the half-
space z < 0 as defined in Figure 2.5 at which ux and uz describe the displacement
in x and z-direction. Thus, we assume uy = 0 and all derivatives in y-direction are
also zero. As the Rayleigh wave is a surface wave the presence of the boundary at
z = 0 is necessary for its existence. Furthermore, assuming a semi-infinite media
which enables us to neglect all kinds of reflections for the theory. Similar to Section
2.3.3, we can simplify the derivation of the Rayleigh wave displacements by making
use of the Helmholtz decomposition of the displacement field in a scalar potential
Φ and a vector potential Ψ, which are again directly related to the P-wave and S-











in half space z < 0
propagation
direction
Figure 2.5: Propagation of an evanescent Rayleigh wave in an semi-infinite elastic
solid with wave vector k
r
.



















The Rayleigh wave can consequently be regarded as a combination of P-waves and
vertically polarized S-waves. As we know that Rayleigh waves have an evanescent
nature in z-direction, we can write the general solution form of the potentials with a
real exponent in z as




















which fulfill the wave equations (21) and (23). At this, ω and kr denote the the angular
velocity and wavenumber of the Rayleigh wave and are related by ω = crkr. A1 and
A2 are arbitrary amplitudes. Note, that the solutions with increasing exponential
22

























which will help to simplify the equations later on. By using Equation (4) we can now
















































Note that the first index of the stress components denotes the normal direction of
the considered surface and the second index denotes the direction of the force related
to the stress. For further simplification we can eliminate λ out of Equation (42) by
making use of













= µ(1 + ξ2s ) (44)
With Equation (44) and the boundary conditions for the stress free surface
σzz|z=0 = 0 (45)
σzx|z=0 = 0 (46)
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A2 − 2iξpA1 = 0. (48)















and substitute Equation (50) into Equation (49) which yields
A1
A2







from which we can calculate the Rayleigh wave velocity cr by plugging Equations
(38),(39) and (50) in Equation (51). The Rayleigh wave speed depends on the con-
sidered material but is typically close to 0.9cs and independent of the frequency.
As a next step, we can simplify the displacement terms by canceling out the common
kr terms, presenting all parts with a positive sign, shifting all imaginary numbers to
one equation and by writing everything in dependence of only one variable ampli-
tude. To perform these manipulations, we first take A1 as a function of A2 obtained
in Equation (51) and plug it into the displacement Equations (40) and (41). Secondly,
























direction of particle motion
Figure 2.6: Three dimensional model from [39] of a Rayleigh wave propagating
through a solid.
This corresponds to the representation in [41] and will help to easily compare the
mixing model of Chapter 3 to the one wave model of Zabolotskaya which serves as a
major basis in the analyses later on. From Equations (53) and (54 we can see that
there is a phase shift of 90◦ between both displacements. This causes the material
points of a solid subjected to a Rayleigh wave to move counterclockwise on an ellipsis
on the surface when the wave travels from left to right as the vertical component is
larger. The counterclockwise motion is illustrated in Figure (2.6). However, at about
a fifth of a Rayleigh wave length away from the surface, the direction of particle
motion reverses. In this three dimensional model from Wolfram Research [39] one
can easily see that we have on the one hand a mix of P-waves and S-waves in a
Rayleigh wave. The P-waves are the reason that the valleys are condensed and the
hills are relatively wide. And the S-waves are responsible for the magnitude of the
vertical displacement. On the other hand we can see the evanescent behavior of
the wave, as the displacements decrease in the negative z-direction and have there
maximum on the surface.
2.4 Nonlinear Wave Propagation
As stated in Chapter 1, nonlinear measurement techniques are relatively sensitive
to changes in the micro structure of a material and thus are a promising concept
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in the field of nondestructive evaluation. As pointed out in Chapter 1 reasons for
the material nonlinearity are amongst others dislocations and precipitates. Nonlinear
effects cause higher harmonics and combination frequencies in the case of mixing to
be generated. From measuring the amplitudes of the involved waves typically over
the propagation distance in the case of Rayleigh waves, we can get an insight about
the micro structure of the material which helps to monitor the health of a specimen.
As the nonlinear effects will play the major role in this thesis, the main concepts
are outlined in the following. The nonlinear wave equation will be discussed and the
acoustic nonlinearity parameter β defined for P-waves will be covered.
2.4.1 Derivation
To realize wave mixing we need to model nonlinear equations of motion i.e. energy up
to the third order of approximation or higher. Therefore, we express the elastic energy
density E for isotropic and weakly nonlinear solids up to a third order approximation


















Here, K denotes the bulk modulus, E is the Lagrangian strain tensor of Equation
(14) plus A, B and C are third order elastic constants to describe the nonlinear
elastic properties. A relation to other third order elastic constants can be found in
[41] and [4]. Note, that by modeling the system based on such a strain energy density
function we obtain a hyperelastic material, which will give us a nonlinear stress strain
relationship. Note that all terms used in the following are expressed in Lagrangian
coordinates. By plugging in the strain tensor in the expression of the elastic energy
density E , we obtain terms of an order higher than cubic as we consider also geometric
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which will yield quadratic equations of motion. According to [22], we obtain the first





Thus, the stress can be obtained by derivation after the strains. Finally, to obtain
the equation of motion when we apply a the formula similar to Cauchy’s first law
of motion from Equation (12), but now with the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
instead of σij and neglected body forces. This gives
ρüi = ∂jPij . (58)
By making use of Equations (56),(57) and (58), we can write the nonlinear wave
equation as
ρüi − µ∂j∂jui − (K + µ/3) ∂k∂iuk = (µ+ A/4)(∂j∂juk∂iuk + ∂j∂juk∂kui + 2∂k∂jui∂juk)
+ (K + µ/3 + A/4 +B)(∂i∂juk∂juk + ∂k∂juj∂kui) + (K − 2/(3µ) +B)(∂j∂jui∂kuk)
+ (A/4 +B)(∂k∂juj∂iuk + ∂i∂juk∂kuj) + (B + 2C)(∂i∂juj∂kuk) (59)
according to [13] where the same third order elastic constants A,B and C have been
used as in [22].
2.4.2 Acoustic Nonlinearity Parameter for P-waves
After deriving the fairly complex nonlinear wave equation, we can simplify the equa-
tions for the special case of a one dimensional P-wave which travels in x-direction
with displacement ux. As a result, all displacements or partial derivatives in the y-
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with β = −(3 + (2A + 6B + 2C)/(ρc2p)) being the acoustic nonlinearity parameter,
which is only dependent on material properties. When we write β in Brugger nota-
tion with C111 = 2A + 6B + 2C and C11 = ρc2p we can see that this is indeed the
expression supported by the literature [2, 18].
As we want to quantify the acoustic nonlinearity parameter in experiments solely by
measuring the amplitudes of the involved waves as we do not know the involved ma-
terial properties for damaged materials, we need to derive an equation that expresses
β as a function of the fundamental amplitude A1 and the amplitude of the generated
second harmonic A2. As only harmonic excitations will be used in this thesis, we
assume the excitation to be of the form
uin = A1 sin(ωt− kx). (61)
By making use of the perturbation approach [18] in a case of only one involved P-wave,
we obtain the solution of the form











and we can experimentally determine β. This section will later serve as a basis for
the discussion on β for Rayleigh wave mixing in Section 3.5.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYTICAL MODEL OF THE MIXING PROCESS
This chapter analyzes the nonlinear mixing of two collinear, initially monochromatic,
Rayleigh waves propagating in the same direction in a nonlinear elastic solid. The
following derivations are modifications and extensions of the work of Zabolotskaya et
al. [33, 34, 40, 41] to account for the mixing process of Rayleigh waves.
The main purpose of this section is to model and analyze the dynamical behavior of
the amplitudes of the involved frequency components over the propagation distance.
First of all solution forms for nonlinear and mixed Rayleigh waves are postulated.
As a next step, the energy of the system will be modeled up to the third order
to take wave interactions into account. These interactions caused by the nonlinear
material, lead to the generation of higher harmonics and combination frequencies over
the propagation distance. Based on the modeled energy, the Lagrangian equations of
second kind are used to derive a system of coupled second order differential equations
describing the dynamics of amplitudes of the different frequency components.
Subsequently, numerical simulations of the derived equations will be conducted to
analyze the effects caused by wave mixing. The goal is to analyze the behavior of the
involved frequency components as a function of the propagation distance.
Then, the model will be extended to the case of a finite size source. The obtained
diffraction effects are represented in a parabolic approximation.
Finally, the obtained results will be used to develop a framework to calculate the
acoustic nonlinearity parameter β for mixed Rayleigh waves.
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3.1 Two Dimensional Model
3.1.1 Modeling
3.1.1.1 Assumptions
In order to simplify the physical modeling to keep the model at a reasonable com-
plexity and at the same time to obtain the essential results, several assumptions have
to be made. They will come into play throughout this modeling section and are listed
in the following:
• Semi-infinite solid medium is assumed in which Rayleigh waves propagate ac-
cording to Figure (2.5).
• Isotropic material having the same properties in all spatial directions.
• Elastic material, no plastic deformations.
• Phase matching, which leads to a basic solution form presented in Section
3.1.1.3.
• Steady-state waves so that we can later neglect partial derivatives after the time
variable.
• Weakly nonlinear material, yielding a precise solution for an elastic energy up
to the third order.
3.1.1.2 Phase Matching of Rayleigh waves
The concept of phase matching deals with the correct choice of the phase of the
involved waves to obtain a large energy flow to the generated waves, which is desired
to make them practically useful or measurable. If we have no phase matching our
generated waves will be small and tend to oscillate around a small amplitude level
[28]. Thus, we have to choose the wavenumbers k and the directions of the mixed










a) non-collinear b) collinear
Figure 3.1: Phase matching for non-collinear and collinear mixing of two Rayleigh
waves.
waves in [13].
As two wave mixing for Rayleigh waves is considered in this thesis, the phase matching
concept will be explained for this specific case in the following. Phase matching for
two Rayleigh waves which takes place close to the surface of a solid is illustrated in
Figure (3.1), where the arrows in the collinear case have been shifted for a better
recognizability. Here, ka and kb denote the wave vectors of the fundamental Rayleigh
waves that are mixed and ks and kd are the sum and difference frequency that are
generated through the nonlinear interaction. Note that the magnitude of a wave
vector k is the wavenumber k. As we can see from the non-collinear mixing case we
have several directions involved which would make a nonlinear measurement of all
components very complicated in contrast to the collinear or co-directional mixing, as
we usually measure at many points over the propagation distance of the wave. Note
that the direction of propagation, which is equal to the direction of the wave vector
k, of the difference frequency component drawn does not hold in general and has to
be calculated case by case, unlike the direction of the sum frequency component. To
determine the propagation direction of kd, we assume in the following that the internal
resonance condition of Jones and Kobett [13], holds similarly for Rayleigh waves as
they consist of a P-wave and S-wave part. Also, we assume weak nonlinearity making
the nonlinear effects small as they were in the derivation by Jones and Kobett. The
terms internal resonance condition and phase matching condition are used in the same
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way in the following and they can be stated as
(ωa ± ωb)p
c





= |ka ± kb| . (64)
where c is the wave speed and p the propagation direction of the generated wave.
Moreover, a positive sign denotes the sum frequency and a negative sign denotes the
difference frequency component. The propagation direction of the generated wave is




As we consider the mixing of two fundamental Rayleigh waves with the same wave
speed, the direction of propagation of the difference frequency component is deter-
mined by the higher fundamental frequency which leads to the directions drawn in
Figure (3.1) for a dominant ωa.
As we are interested in nonlinear ultrasonic measurements in this thesis, we want to
compare nonlinearly generated Rayleigh waves to the fundamental Rayleigh waves.
Thus, to obtain strong sum and difference frequencies, we want them to be generated
directly out of the interaction of our fundamental Rayleigh waves ka and kb. There-
fore, we have to set the wave speed c of the generated waves within Equation (64)
equal to the Rayleigh wave velocity cr as Rayleigh waves are non-dispersive, meaning
the wave speed is independent of the frequency. When we square Equation (64) we





= k2a + k
2
b ± 2kakb (66)
which can be written as
(ωa ± ωb)
2 = ω2a + ω
2
b ± 2ωaωb cosΘ, (67)
where Θ is the angle between the fundamental waves. This yields the condition
1 = cosΘ, (68)
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which does only hold for Θ = 0◦. As a result, we only have phase matching or
resonance for collinear Rayleigh wave mixing in the same direction or co-directional.
This is the only setup that is useful to get large enough generated level 2 Rayleigh
waves by mixing two fundamental Rayleigh waves and will therefore be the basis for
all further considerations. That collinear mixing in opposite directions does not lead
to phase matching for Rayleigh waves is also supported by Kalyanasundaram [17].
As it has now been decided to use co-directional mixing, we can also test if we do not
obtain P- or S-waves within the mixing process of the fundamentals. Therefore, we





Thus, only Rayleigh waves will be generated for the interaction of the fundamentals.
Besides, as one can also see in Figure (3.1), co-directional mixing helps to increase
the wavenumber of the sum frequency component ks. It should also be pointed out
that the concept of co-directional phase matching also applies to the generation of
higher harmonics of one wave that propagates through a nonlinear material. Here,
the wave will interact with itself according to [13, 18, 22] which causes the resonance
condition to simplify to
ωa ± ωa
cr
= ka ± ka. (70)
The solution with zero frequency is no wave and will be neglected as it is out of the
scope of the present investigation. However, we also obtain the second harmonic of a
wave. This means that the nondispersive characteristic of Rayleigh waves supports the
nonlinear interactions within a single fundamental wave to generate higher harmonics.
3.1.1.3 Form of the Solutions of Nonlinear Rayleigh Wave Mixing
After discussing the phase matching condition of Section 3.1.1.2 it is now clear what
kind of frequency components will be generated for co-directional mixing of two
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bICfa sinωat bfa sinωat
b2fa sin 2ωat
bICfb sinωbt bfb sinωbt
b2fb sin 2ωbt
bfa+fb sin(ωa + ωb)t
bfa-fb sin(ωa − ωb)t
nonlinear material
...
Figure 3.2: Sketch of the effect of a nonlinear material on initially monochromatic
waves.
Rayleigh waves because of “internal resonance” that can develop a significant am-
plitude even in the case of weak nonlinearity. Due to the nonlinearity of the material,
the two fundamentals will directly generate a sum and difference frequency compo-
nent and second harmonics as presented in Figure 3.2 and in the discussions before.
In the Figure, the coefficients in front of the sine terms denote amplitudes that will
be discussed later on in a similar form. By generalizing the mixing of the two funda-
mentals we can see that all generated waves will interact again with all other waves
leading to the formation of third harmonics and sum and difference frequencies which
can be written as 2fa±fa, fa±2fa, 2fa±2fa, where fa and fb are the frequencies of the
fundamental waves. This process will begin from new generating more and more fre-
quency combinations in an analogous way until we obtain all kinds of harmonics and
combination frequencies. Thus we obtain the components nfa, mfb and nfa ±mfb
for n = 1, 2, 3.. and m = 1, 2, 3.. . However, these components are generated through
interactions in which non-fundamental components are involved. As these are small
in realistic scenarios, they will generate even smaller components. This is the reason
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why the further produced components are in general very small and difficult to mea-
sure. Therefore, this thesis will mostly focus only on the six frequency components
of Figure 3.2.
As we have weak nonlinearity, the solution form of the nonlinear wave equation for
two mixed nonlinear Rayleigh waves has to be close to the linear solution derived in
Section 2.3.6 to approximately fulfill the linear wave equation in order that significant
new frequency components can be generated [19, 41]. In order to fulfill this condition
and the internal resonance condition we can take the formulation from Equations (53)
and (54) for linear Rayleigh waves and write the solution form for nonlinear Rayleigh
waves as a sum of all phase matched frequency components each close to the lin-
ear solution. This gives us similarly to [14, 41] the overall displacement, including a
































As each term in the summation operators for ux and uz does approximately fulfill the
linear Rayleigh wave equation as the bn(t) change relatively slowly, the total sums
will as well and is therefore a meanigful solution form. As we consider co-directional
Rayleigh waves the vectorial wavenumbers have been already simplified to scalars.
Also, each n describes a wave component i.e. a distinct wave with an individual
frequency. Furthermore, negative n represent the corresponding complex conjugates
to each positive n, while the propagation direction stays fixed into the positive x-
direction. The term n/ |n| serves as signum function to ensure that a∗n = a−n and
b∗n = b−n holds, respectively. The term an(t) has been introduced here to later realize
the slowly varying assumption of the complex amplitudes bn(t) more easily. Besides,
according to Section 2.1 ka and ωa are the wavenumber and angular frequency of the
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first fundamental wave denoted by “wavea”. This wavea mixes with waveb while
ωa > ωb and ka > kb (73)
hold without loss of generality.
What differentiates this formulation from [14] is that all different frequency compo-
nents are pulled into only one sum. This not only makes the formulation shorter
but will also help a lot to handle all further calculations as one got four times less
expression to handle compared to a case where we consider pure wavea terms, pure
waveb terms plus their sums and their differences in separated cases. Reducing the
expressions to one summation involves a special definition of the control variable n.
It does not simply go over a defined range of positive and negative integers as one
might assume, but it takes values from a list which helps to keep the calculations as




1, 2, 3, .., φ, 2φ, 3φ, .., 1+ φ, 2 + φ, 1 + 2φ, 2 + 2φ, ..,
|1− φ| , |2− φ| , |1− 2φ| , |2− 2φ| , ..
}
. (74)
Note that negative n simply denote the negative version of this list. Also, the control
variable n in an equation always represents a specific element of this list. Moreover,
the elements of the list n with only integers and only multiples of φ are related to
the fundamental and higher harmonic frequencies of wavea and waveb, respectively.
The other terms are related to the combination frequencies. This means that for
example b1+φ describes the amplitude of the sum frequency. Besides, we will later
only consider equations of motion with quadratic nonlinearity which means we will
model the elastic energy up to the third order approximation. This implies that we
will only consider combinations of two frequency components at once as pointed out
in the phase matching conditions. This is a very good assumption in the case of weak
nonlinearity. Thus, the elements of the list n in Equation (74) can be regarded as
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subsequently generated by the interaction of always two waves.
However, if the energy is modeled to a higher approximation than the third order, we
would obtain the same frequency elements as in list n, but mode coupling up to the
third order would occur as well, i.e. interaction of three waves [23].
Another aspect is that the interaction of waves generates frequencies throughout the
propagation that coincide with existing ones. For example the frequency element of
the list n with 4 could be generated by 2 and 2 or by 2+2φ and 2−2φ and so on. This
fact itself does not make much of a difference in this context. However, if frequencies
arise more than once as a result of a special choice of φ, we obtain multiple elements
in the list n. So e.g. for φ = 0.5 the fundamental harmonic of wavea would arise
again in the second harmonic of waveb. To account for that phenomenon, we can
combine the multiple frequencies in Equations (71) and (72) to one component for
each distinct frequency, which yields a reduction of different elements in the list n.
This is necessary as we can only calculate as many different amplitudes bn as we have
individual frequencies, i.e. the number of generalized coordinates corresponds to the
number of different components. Additionally, in the case the difference frequencies
between wavea and waveb result in zero frequencies, i.e. static modes, they will be
neglected as they are not relevant for the considered problem.
3.1.1.4 Dynamic equations for varying amplitudes
The following approach is an extension to the work done by Zabolotskaya [41]. Be-
cause of the generation of new frequency components and the interaction of all exist-
ing waves, the amplitudes of all involved frequency components is subject to dynamic
variation and not constant anymore. We already stated a solution form for nonlinear
Rayleigh waves in Section 3.1.1.3. What is now left to do is to develop the dynamic
equations which can be used to solve for the unknown and varying amplitudes bn in
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Equations (71) and (72).
In the following, a coupled system of ordinary differential equations is derived based
on the Lagrange equations of second kind for a conservative system for the varying
amplitudes of the harmonic and combination frequency components of the fundamen-
tal waves. To be able to apply the Lagrangian formalism according to Section 2.2.3,
we first need to calculate the Lagrangian of the system i.e. the kinetic and potential














where the displacement in y-direction is equivalent to zero here, which yields a u̇y
of zero. In this equation, ρ describes again the material or mass density in material

















Now, we can calculate the kinetic energy for a volume element. Therefore, we plug
Equations (76) and (77) in Equation (75) and set the integration boundaries over z
from −∞ to 0. Besides, in the x-direction it is useful to integrate over a distance
which contains full periods of all frequency elements as they are all periodic to simplify
the problem. Thus, in a first step we choose the boundaries of x from 0 to a multiple
of the wavelength of the fundamental frequency of wavea which can be written as
2πχ
ka
with the factor χ. The boundaries for y are chosen to make up a unit surface





. When integrating Equation (75)










after plugging in the boundaries. If the fundamental wave frequencies of wavea and
waveb are
• decimals with a finite number of decimal places
• fractions of such decimals
• fractions of integers
• or if numbers with infinite decimal places cancel out in the FMR φ = kb/ka =
ωb/ωa
then we can always find a χ which ensures that (n + m)χ yields an integer. It is
evident that we cannot find a common multiple of the wavelengths λw = 2π/nka of
the considered frequency components when we have different infinite numbers within
the list n. However, the other cases are fairly general and cover all practical cases.
Now, let us assume we are in a case where we can obtain an integer for (n+m)χ. This
finally makes the common factor in (78) zero. As a result, only the terms of the kinetic
energy for which n+m = 0 holds are non-zero as the according exponential terms in
Equations (76) and (77) become unity and independent of x, which eventually yields
a factor of one for the integrals over x and y. Additionally, the double summation can
now be simplified to a single summation by replacing all m by −n. After integrating
over z and putting the summations for u̇2x and u̇
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that T is a real valued quantity.
Now we need to derive the potential energy of the system up to the third order
to take wave interactions into account. The potential energy consists solely of elastic
energy and can be described by Equation (56). We divide this Equation on the one
hand in a part quadratic in strain which characterizes the linear equations of motion
and it will be called E2. On the other hand, we divide it in a part cubic in strain which
characterizes the nonlinear interactions within the nonlinear equations of motion and
will be called E3.
As we want to find the elastic energy of the volume element used for the calculation
of the kinetic energy, we need to take the volume integral over the same domain of






















will be called interaction energy in the following. There are basically three ways to
calculate V:
1. recognizing that V is a homogeneous function and making use of the relation
between kinetic and potential energy by the virial theorem as described in [23].
2. calculate the terms of E2 explicitly by inserting the expressions of Equations
(71) and (72)
3. recognizing that V is a homogeneous function and conducting several manipu-
lations and using the linear equations of motion as pointed out in [41]
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Here, the first and second way will be discussed. The first way is by far faster
and easier, however the second way will be used to confirm the validity of the used
approach and to test the result.
Let us now neglect W for the moment. Then, the entire potential energy that is
left is a quadratic function of the coordinates. Thus, the potential energy in this
consideration is a homogeneous function of degree two and corresponds to the energy
V defined in Equation (81). As pointed out in [23] the mean values of the kinetic and
potential energy are then identical by the virial theorem. Therefore, as the calculation
of the kinetic energy T involves integration over full spatial periods of all frequency
elements, we can infer that T = V holds. However, as the potential energy is only
a function of position but not velocity we need to transform the kinetic energy of
Equation (79) to yield the expression for the potential energy we are seeking. As we
neglected energy terms of degree three and higher in this consideration, the linear
equations of motion are governing which means that all bn are constant. This yields
ȧn = −inωabne
−inωat = −inωaan, (83)







which now only depends on position instead of velocity. This result is identical to the
result in [41] calculated with the third way listed before.
The second and direct way to calculate V is now presented to show that the virial
theorem indeed leads to the correct result and that by only considering E2 of the elastic
energy it is in fact true that the linear equations of motion become the governing
equations, which has been used in the first and third way to calculate V. Therefore,
we should arrive at the exact same result. When we plug Equations (71) and (72) in
E2 we can see that for the same integration limits as for the kinetic energy we obtain
only terms that are non-zero if the control variables of the involved double sums add
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up to zero, i.e. n + m = 0 as before. Thus, the integration over x and y are only
factors that cancel out. The resulting term after substituting in the displacements in
































































η2(3K + 4µ)ξ4pξs + η
2(3K + 4µ)ξs










If we use the relation ξ22(λ+2µ)−λ = µ (ξ
2
1 + 1) from Equation (44), which will help
to cancel all λ’s and compare the V of Equations (84) and (86), we can find after
several manipulations that both expressions are only equal if η2 = ξs
ξp
holds. However,
as this equation is exactly the Rayleigh wave Equation (51) it is obviously always
true in the case of Rayleigh waves. This proves that all three ways to calculate V
lead to the same result and incorporate the same assumptions.
To obtain the interaction energy in Equation (82) we take again the direct way
of plugging the displacements of Equations (71) and (72) into E3 to calculate the
according strains. Here, the other ways are not applicable as they were based on
negligible third order elastic energy which is exactly what we are about to calculate.
Thus, we can calculate the involved sums and write the displacements u1, u2 and u3
now as ux, uy and uz with uy = 0 and “
∂
∂y
= 0”. As a result, we obtain the following
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which consists of triple summations. When integrating over the volume used before





where n, l and m are control variables. Thus, for the same χ chosen for the kinetic
energy, all terms included in W will be zero, except for those for which n+ l +m =
0 holds as the exponential terms will become unity and independent of x. When
calculating the interaction energy W, pretty large terms are involved. However, a
simplified form is given in [41], which is based on n + m + l = 0 and therefore is
only true for specific cases. Nevertheless, this term holds for all elements of the list
n and can therefore be used analogously for the mixing case. Using this simplified






Snlm = − |nlm|
(
α′
|n| ξs + |l| ξs + |m| ξp
+
β ′
|n| ξs + |l| ξp + |m| ξp
+
γ′




The constants α′, β ′ and γ′ are given in [41] and include solely material properties.
In Equation (90) we can see that the denominators of the three terms are formed
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through the integration of the exponential terms within uxn and uzn in Equations
(71) and (72). Consequently, the first two terms describe interactions between S
and P wave components of the Rayleigh waves. However, the third term does not
only describe interactions between three P-wave components but also between three
S-wave components as it is just a matter of what factor is taken into the γ′ component.
Eventually, we can calculate the Lagrangian L as
L = T − V −W. (91)
Now, to be able to apply the Lagrangian equations of the second kind we need to
choose generalized coordinates that completely describe the system. For practicality,
we select the complex amplitudes an of each distinct wave frequency as generalized
coordinates. If we know all an’s we can select any point on the xz-layer and simulate
its behavior over time. This would be not the case if we chose bn as coordinates as
they are not generalized. The reason is that they alone do not describe the behav-
ior of each point over time because the information about the oscillation e−inωat is
missing. Within the an the n’s are as usual any element of a positive and negative
list n, which is reduced by the multiple and zero frequencies that may appear. Thus,
we obtain 2n generalized coordinates, n for the amplitudes of the different frequency
components and n for their phases. Thus, the number of coordinates matches the
number of degrees of freedom which is necessary for the coordinates to be generalized
and independent of one another.
According to the Theorem 2.2 we now need to calculate the generalized momenta
∂L/∂ȧn and ∂L/∂an, with ȧn being the generalized velocities. As the partial deriva-













where negative n have been used in the partial derivatives to obtain positive n’s in
the results. Also, a factor of two comes up when taking the derivative, as the element
a−n exists exactly twice in the sum within the kinetic energy, as n goes over positive
and negative elements.
In contrast to this, the other element necessary for the Lagrange equations is only


















Additionally, to be able to take the partial derivative of W with respect to a−n we





where we replaced n by −n within the sum, which is legitimate as n is only a control
variable and appears solely as absolute values within Snlm. Therefore, Snlm is not








where S ′lm is similar to Snlm and is defined as
S ′lm =− |nlm|
(
α′
|n| ξs + |l| ξs + |m| ξp
+
α′
|l| ξs + |n| ξs + |m| ξp
+
α′
|l| ξs + |m| ξs + |n| ξp
+
β ′
|n| ξs + |l| ξp + |m| ξp
+
β ′
|l| ξs + |n| ξp + |m| ξp
+
β ′
|l| ξs + |m| ξp + |n| ξp
+
3γ′




This ensures that all possible terms for a specific n are taken into account. Now, the




















where vn is defined as the particle velocity amplitude of the different frequency com-
ponents. Now, än follows as
än =
(




As we derived all necessary terms, we can now state the Lagrange equations of second
























If we now multiply einωat to Equation (101), we can pull this exponential within the
sum in the last term. As we changed the sign of all n within this sum, we have to do























It is meaningful that now the dynamics of bn is basically only dependent on the
nonlinear terms, which are physically the reason why we obtain amplitude changes.
If these nonlinear terms were not present and the initial derivatives of bn zero, then













If we now make the common assumption of periodic steady-state waves as stated in








where in ∂2bn/∂x∂t the order of the partial derivatives does not matter and it follows


























To be able to reproduce more realistic and numerically stable results, it is desirable
to implement attenuation. Similarly to [4], attenuation of a constant wave amplitude





where α is the attenuation coefficient. By realizing that the attenuation coefficient is
a quadratic function of the frequency, we can now transfer this behavior to Equation
(109) [4, 19, 22]. To get an easier representation, all factors in front of ∂bn/∂x will















This is the final two dimensional system of simulation equations for the different
amplitudes bn in its most complex form. It represents a coupled system of second
order ordinary differential equations with quadratic terms as the modeled energy was
of cubic order. In this equation, the left side characterizes the dynamic behavior of the
bn, the first term on the right side represents the interactions between the considered
frequency components, also called the interaction term. In this term we have second
and third order elastic constants which cause the nonlinear effects. Clearly, they come
from both, the modeled geometrical and material nonlinearities, which generate higher
harmonics and combination frequencies. Moreover, the last term of the dynamic
equation is the discussed attenuation effects. Note, that the sum in Equation (111)
takes all elements of the list n into account which means that for a positive n we
could also have negative elements in l or m.
Finally, we can write the time derivative of the displacements which will be later
useful to investigate particle velocities. The according equations are












with vn defined in Equation (99).
3.1.1.5 Slowly Varying Envelope Approximation Model
A common assumption which is in line with many scientific papers in the considered
field is to use the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA), meaning that the
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amplitudes of the wave change slowly compared to the its oscillation described by its























holds, we can neglect the highest order derivative. This gives us the first order










We can accordingly approximate the components of the particle velocity vn as [41]
vn = −iωanbn (116)










This is the same result that Zabolotskaya obtained for the SVEA and one wave, only
a different attenuation term has been used here [41]. However, with the presented
approach when considering only waves in one direction, there have not been problems
with getting a unique formulation of the dynamic equation as the SVEA has been
done in the very last step. When implementing the SVEA earlier as in [41] there have
been problems with uniqueness for a wave traveling in one direction. As Zabolotskaya
first considered waves in both directions this problem did not arise.
Moreover, as we can see from Equation (117), if we choose the initial conditions of vn
to be real, then all vn’s stay real as the change on the left side equals a real quantity on
the right side. In this case vn = v−n holds and we can reduce the number of involved
computations by around fifty percent. This would not be the case for imaginary or
complex initial conditions. The choice of real initial conditions does not lose any
generality as the initial conditions can be chosen arbitrarily [14].




A characteristic quantity for wave propagation problems is the discontinuity distance,
which will be useful for numerical analyses in the next section. At this distance the
waveform of the velocity component will turn into a shock wave with a theoretically













where c and ω are the wave and angular speed and of the considered wave. The
variable vIC,bulk denotes the initial condition of the particle velocity of the fundamental
bulk wave. Additionally, βbulk denotes the acoustic nonlinearity parameter as defined
for the considered wave. According to [33] nonlinear Rayleigh waves show similar
effects as bulk waves in fluids. Therefore, the idea is to transfer this bulk wave
definition to a characteristic quantity for Rayleigh waves. The term for βbulk for





where S11 denotes Slm for l = m = 1. Furthermore, we want to write the the initial
velocity for a mixed wave. Analogously to [33], we take the inital values of the particle
velocities vn for the fundamentals. With vICa being the initial condition for v1 and
vICb for vφ, we obtain 2(vICa+vICb) as overall initial particle velocity amplitudes. The
factor two comes from the definition of the complex conjugate in the solution form
of Section 3.1.1.3. As the discontinuity distance is a real and positive quantity, we
can write the final expression for the discontinuity distance for Rayleigh waves with



























where Equation 116 has been used with the assumption that the derivatives in x
direction of the fundamentals are zero at the beginning. Analogously to the particle
velocities, bICa denotes the initial value of b1 and bICb denotes the initial value of bφ
3.1.2 Numerical Simulations
In the following Equation 111 will be used to investigate the behavior of the waveforms
and the development of the amplitudes of the different frequency components over
the propagation distance for different fundamental frequencies and amplitudes.
3.1.2.1 Waveforms
The NDsolve command of Mathematica 9.0 has been used to numerically solve the
differential equations and simulations where conducted on the Partnership for an
Advanced Computing Environment (PACE) cluster on a single node with between 32
and 64 cores and 120 to 180 gigabyte memory. The first step in this section will be the
verification of the dynamic model and the implemented simulation code. Therefore
two initially monochromatic waves are mixed at a frequency mixing ratio of φ = 1
which can be regarded as a single wave interacting with itself and generating higher
harmonics. The material properties used are given in Table 3.1 for steel and are the
same used in [41] to compare the results easily with the results of Zabolotskaya.
Table 3.1: Elastic parameters of steel.
Value Description
E 2 · 1011 N
m2
Young’s modulus




A −7.6 · 1011 N
m2
Landau’s constant
B −2.5 · 1011 N
m2
Landau’s constant




A table for a conversion of the third order elastic constants used by Landau and
Lifshitz to other common representations can be found in [4]. As we do not look at a
normalized system of equations but rather try to keep the involved terms physically
meaningful as for example the representation of attenuation, we need to decide upon
a simulation setup. A value of 7.5ie−10 m has been chosen as initial displacement
amplitudes bICa and bICb of b1 and bφ to obtain a real start value in the x-direction
for the particle velocity vx. This helps to easier compare the results to [41]. As no
absolute data of experimental Rayleigh wave displacement has been published, the
initial values have been chosen of the same dimensions as the fundamentals of longi-
tudinal waves presented in [2]. Moreover, these amplitudes will be similar within the
finite element method Chapter 4. Also, we will assume to have no phase shift between
the fundamentals for now. The frequency of the fundamentals are 2.5MHz and an
attenuation of α = 6e−4Np/m has been chosen. It is crucial that we set the attenua-
tion to very low values as otherwise the wave would get damped out before effects as
shock formations arise. However, a too low attenuation is numerically very difficult
to handle. Thus, a good balance needs to be found. The results in Figure 3.3 match
the plots presented in [41] for a single Rayleigh wave very well. Here, plot a) shows
the vertical velocity component normalized by vx0 which denotes the amplitude of vx
at x = 0 when only the two initial waves exist. The propagation distance has been
normalized by the discontinuity distance xd as defined in Section 3.1.1.6. Further-






which means that we normalize to full periods of the higher fundamental frequency
fa.
In plot (a) one can observe that the vertical velocity component forms a shock while
in plot (b) we can observe a pulse formation with an increasing propagation distance
x. The shock wave characteristic is similar to the behavior of liquids like e.g. water
























x=0 x=0.5xd x=xd x=1.5xd
Figure 3.3: Velocity profile of horizontal component (a) and vertical component (b)
at z = 0 for fa=2.5MHz, fb=2.5MHz, α = 6e
−4Np/m and including the first 120
harmonics.
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at which the shock formation starts. The peak values of the horizontal and vertical
components in plot (a) and (b) become larger before they finally decrease because
of attenuation. Consequently, the energy at the surface z = 0 increases. However,
the total energy of the system cannot grow as it has been modeled as conservative
and an attenuation term has later been added. Thus, the energy is only shifted to
the surface. The explanation for this phenomenon is that the energy of the funda-
mental waves is transferred to the higher harmonics while the wave is propagating.
And as the penetration depth of higher frequencies is lower according to the uxn and
uzn terms, energy conservation demands that the energy needs to be confined more
closely to the surface if the damping is not predominant [40, 41].
It should be pointed out that the involved second order differential equations are very
costly too solve accurately near the shock formation. Therefore, the SVEA of Section
3.1.1.5 offers a good alternative for long propagation distances to obtain smoother
curves in a much smaller time.
Now, in the case of mixing of two waves at different mixing ratios, we also need
to include the combination frequencies to around the same level as the level of the
harmonics that are necessary for an accurate solution. This means, the simulation
of the mixing case becomes even more costly which makes it problematic to obtain
a good resolution near the shock in the horizontal velocity component. Hence, it is
more efficient to use the SVEA to obtain smooth results at the shock. As it has
been shown that the results of the two dimensional model with and without SVEA
give very similar results, which supports the assumption of slowly varying amplitudes
and shows that both models are in line, we will include the SVEA in the following
simulations.
In the next plot shown in Figure 3.4 the mixing ratio is set to φ = 0.7 resulting in
fa = 2.5MHz and fb = 1.75MHz. Everything else is kept the same as in Figure 3.3.
























x=0 x=0.5xd x=xd x=1.5xd
Figure 3.4: Velocity profile of horizontal component (a) and vertical component (b)
at z = 0 for fa=2.5MHz, fb=1.75MHz, α = 6e
−4Np/m and including all frequency
























x=0 x=0.5xd x=xd x=1.5xd
Figure 3.5: Velocity profile of horizontal component (a) and vertical component (b)
at z = 0 for fa=2.5MHz, fb=0.5MHz, α = 6e
−4Np/m and including all frequency
components up to a level of 120.
harmonics up 120 times the fundamental frequency and all combination frequencies
up to 60 ± 60φ. This ensures that all considered elements are of a similar order of
magnitude. We can see that we get a similar result compared to Figure 3.3 as we
can also observe a shock and pulse formation in the according velocity plots. A full
period where the waveform completely repeats becomes now a lot larger compared to
Figure 3.3 since we now have a lower fundamental frequency included.
When we now use the same settings but plot a mixing ratio of φ = 0.2 with fa=2.5MHz
and fb=0.5MHz we obtain the behavior which can be seen in Figure 3.5. Thus,
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Table 3.2: Elastic parameters of fused quartz.
Value Description
E 7.17 · 1010 N
m2
Young’s modulus




A −5.28 · 1010 N
m2
Landau’s constant
B 5.4 · 1010 N
m2
Landau’s constant
C 2.148 · 1011 N
m2
Landau’s constant
we can see that we can obtain a shock and pulse formation independently of the
frequency mixing ratio. Similar investigations with the ratio of the initial amplitudes
lead to the same conclusion that the shock and pulse formations are not affected
by the specific amplitude mixing ratio. Besides, we can see that the peaks do not
become that high when mixing two waves at different frequencies, compared to a single
frequency. The less sharp behavior is related to the fact that higher frequencies have
a lower penetration depth as mentioned before. As we now got more low frequency
terms, especially the combination frequencies that involve differences, the energy in
the surface and with that the value of the peak decreases compared to a FMR of
one. Nevertheless, it is important to point out that the peaks of Figures 3.4 and 3.5
increase even more for larger propagation distances but will stay smaller than for a
single wave.
3.1.2.2 Amplitudes of Frequency Components
Now, we will look at the distinct displacement amplitudes bn of the level 1 and 2
waves. To be able to evaluate the results, the following simulations are performed for
fused quartz according to Table 3.2 to be able to compare them with [14]. The results
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Figure 3.6: Amplitudes of the level 1 and 2 waves normalized to bICa = 2bICb =
7.5e−10m over propagation distance. The damping within is 6e−4Np/m for fused
quartz according to Table 3.2 and the frequency fa=2.5MHz is fix while fb is given
according to the FMR of a) 0.1, b) 0.6, c) 0.9. All frequency elements up to level 120
are included in the simulations.
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Here, the frequency fa stays fixed at 2.5MHz and fb varies according to the FMRs of
φ = 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9. The initial condition of waveb has been chosen as half the value
of wavea which is in line with [14]. However, in contrast to Kalyanasundaram φ = 0.5
has not been chosen as we would have multiple frequencies within the first six wave
components. Here are also wave components up to a level of 120 considered instead
of only six wave components.
The plots clearly show that the energy transfer is higher for higher frequencies as they
oscillate more while propagating the same distance when compared to lower frequen-
cies. This means on the one hand that the damping is higher for higher frequencies,
which is obviously the case as the attenuation has been modeled as a function of the
square of the specific frequency in Equation (111). But the increased energy transfer
for higher frequencies means also that the slope for small propagation distances tends
to be larger meaning a steeper rise or fall. These two effects can be observed in the fb
component. For a small FMR it stays approximately constant as the damping is low
and the energy transfer to other components as well. For high FMRs the frequency
of fb will be much larger causing higher damping and higher energy transfer to other
wave components. This holds analogously for the fb component. That waves with
small frequencies stay relatively constant can also be seen for φ = 0.9 where the
difference frequency rises to a certain level which does not change much over the
propagation distance. Besides, as the frequencies of fa and 2fa do not change in the
considered simulations, we can see that they stay approximately the same as their
energy transfer characteristic stays the same. The fact that the slope at small propa-
gation distances is higher for higher frequencies can also be seen for the sum frequency
and the second harmonic of waveb. As both frequencies increase for higher FMRs,
we can see that the slope also rises. However, the most complicated behavior can
be found within evolution of the difference frequency component. As this component
becomes larger for smaller FMRs one could infer that its slope should be largest for
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plot a). This is definitely not the case. The reason is that the difference frequency is
mostly generated through the interaction of both fundamentals. However, for small
FMRs we have also have a small fb component, which means that the difference
frequency does not get much energy from this fundamental. When the FMR rises,
we obtain a larger fb and therefore a larger slope of the difference frequency until it
reaches maximum and drops of again for high FMRs. At these high FMRs fb is high
but the difference frequency itself is low. Thus, the difference frequency component
relies on a balance of its own frequency and the frequency of the fundamentals gen-
erating it, as both work in different directions. More detailed analyses and ways to
optimize the energy transfer towards this component are discussed in Section 3.2.
According to the discussed plots and numerous other simulations, there is a clear
trend that the energy oscillates more for lower FMRs. This means that there are
more changes in direction and sign switches involved in the evolutions of the differ-
ent bn’s of level 1 and 2. An increased initial amplitude bICb promotes as well more
oscillations in the amplitude evolutions.
Furthermore, the negative signs of some bn can be regarded as a 180
◦ phase shift
which would be necessary to conserve the energy in a case of no damping. Note, that
the signs of the sum and difference frequencies switch in the case of steel.
The obtained results are partially in line with the results presented in [14]. The be-
havior of fb shows also a very constant behavior for small FMRs and changes more
for larger ones. Also, the dependence of the slope of the combination frequencies on
the FMR and their signs matches pretty well in both models. However, Kalyanasun-
daram states that for larger FMRs the fundamentals as well as the sum and difference
frequency components would reach their minima and maxima faster which is not the
case for the difference frequency and the fundamental of wavea in the presented plots.
Also, the fa component has a differing behavior. These differences could be based
on implementation of damping, different material parameters or because of different
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modeling approaches which are based on different assumptions.
3.1.3 Justification of Weak Nonlinearity Assumption
One advantage of modeling with the Lagrangian equations is that we automatically
have energy conservation incorporated or even attenuation if we choose so. This
is not the case as in the classical perturbation method which holds only for finite
propagation distances as the correction terms to the primary field must be of smaller
dimension than the primary field itself [18]. This would not be the case if we have
small attenuation as the higher harmonics could grow as big as the fundamentals.
Therefore, the presented approach makes it possible to obtain information about the
dynamical behavior for small attenuation and very long propagation distances, which
is not possible with the perturbation method. This is confirmed by [19], where it
is written that we cannot use the perturbation approach to investigate for example
shock formations.
However, to further strengthen the idea that the approach holds for propagation
distances even up to where discontinuities appear and higher harmonics can become
dominant we have to have a bit closer look at the model and the simulation. One of
the main assumptions made was weak nonlinearity, meaning that it is precise enough
to model the elastic energy density up the third order to be able to see nonlinear
effects. This point can be verified if we calculate the strains
∂xux, ∂zux, ∂xuz and ∂zuz (122)
and check if their absolute values stay small in the area of the discontinuity in the
particle velocity. Indeed, the strains do not grow much and stay well below unity. The
reason is that the displacement field does not develop a discontinuity in opposition
to the velocity field [8]. If we would plot a spatial derivative of the particle velocity,
it would become very large and theoretically go to infinity for a perfect discontinuity.
As a result, the values for the displacement are relatively small and it is safe to say
that the nonlinear contributions stay small, which means modeling the energy up to
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the third order is accurate enough and the total solution still resembles the form of
the linear solution making the model still feasible at the discontinuity.
Note that the small strain basically confirms that also linear equations of motion
would be already pretty accurate. However, as we are specifically interested in non-
linear effects this section confirmed that modeling the elastic energy up to the third
order gives us already the main part of the nonlinear impact and a good approxima-
tion for studying nonlinear effects in an elastic solid.
3.2 Simplified Two Dimensional Model
3.2.1 Modeling
To be able to state some basic characteristics of Rayleigh wave mixing it is desirable
to also look at a simplified model. Therefore, we build up on the SVEA model of
3.1.1.5 to get a system of first order ordinary differential equations with reduced
complexity. Let us now assume that the generated waves are small compared to the
fundamentals and we only look at small propagation distances. Then usually damping









Additionally, for small propagation distances the influence from lower level waves on
higher level waves is much higher than the other way around as for example in the
interaction term on the right side of Equation (123) b1b1 which will influence b2 will
be much larger than b2b−1 which will influence b1, as the higher the level the smaller
the amplitude for small propagation distances. The reason is, that the energy from
the fundamentals will first be transferred to the second level causing small level 2
waves to arise. Then, an interaction of those level 2 waves with the fundamentals will
cause level 3 waves to arise which are then of course much smaller than the level two
waves as the product of for example b2b1 will be much smaller than b1b1. As a result,
the trend is that with each step the energy of the fundamentals gets transferred to
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a next level where a decrease in amplitude of the according components will happen
as they are generated from waves from the levels before. Therefore, we will now
assume for small propagation distances that we only have influences from lower to
higher levels similar to equations for one wave given in [33, 34]. However, it should be
pointed out the the classification in levels does not imply that the levels are generated
one after another. It rather gives information about the order of magnitude of the
amplitudes of the frequency components, which helps to make consistent decisions
about which components should be taken into account. The mentioned assumptions
can be denoted as the so-called plane wave assumption where the fundamentals stay
unaffected. And we will assume that the influence of the level 3 components on the
system is already negligible and therefore we only fundamentals and level 2 compo-
nents into account. By incorporating these points into Equation (123) we obtain the
amplitudes b1 and bφ of the fundamentals of wavea and waveb which are denoted by
the according element of the list n as
∂b1
∂x
= 0 → b1 = constant,
∂bφ
∂x
= 0 → bφ = constant. (124)







where bl and bm are fundamental waves. Consequently, the level 2 waves behave lin-
early. This model describes Rayleigh waves similarly as solutions for bulk waves via
the perturbation method where the fundamental is assumed to be constant and the
level 2 waves rise linearly [18]. Nevertheless, it is important to note, that this violates
the energy conservation and is therefore only valid for small propagation distances in
opposition the complex model as pointed out in Section 3.1.3.
Besides, Equation (125) gives an easy insight into the basic physics of wave gen-
eration. The inhomogeneity on the right side can be interpreted as a source term
which generates higher harmonics and combination frequencies and one can exactly
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Table 3.3: Elastic parameters of 7075-T651 Aluminum.
Value Description
E 7.08729 · 1010 N
m2
Young’s modulus




A −3.512 · 1011 N
m2
Landau’s constant
B −1.494 · 1011 N
m2
Landau’s constant
C −1.028 · 1011 N
m2
Landau’s constant
see which fundamentals generate which level 2 waves. So obviously the the combina-
tion frequencies are generated of both fundamentals and the second harmonics of the
according fundamental wave. This basic relation will be confirmed experimentally in
Section 5.2.2.
3.2.2 Simulation
In the following simulations have been undertaken for the level 2 waves modeled
according to Equation 125. Aluminum 7075-T651 is used as shown in Table 3.3. This
will also be the material used within the experimental Chapter 5.
In Figure 3.7 two different setups are shown. Both initial amplitudes and in plot a)
the frequency fa, in b) the center frequency (fa+fb)/2 are kept constant. We can see
that the second harmonic of waveb, the sum and the difference frequency component
go to zero for small fb, which is meaningful as the fundamental of waveb becomes
more and more static, which generates less higher harmonics and combination fre-
quencies. In both plots we can see that the difference frequency component needs to
be chosen in a certain distance from the boundaries at φ = 0 and φ = 1. The reason
is that for a too small φ, the fundamental fb does transfer less energy and for a large









































frequency mixing ratio φ
Figure 3.7: Slope over propagation distance for different of the different frequency
level 2 components normalized to their maxima and plotted over the frequency mix-
ing ratio. The fundamentals and a)fa,b) the center frequency (fa + fa)/2 are kept
constant.
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All in all, the plots could be used in an experiment to maximize the frequency com-
ponent of interest.
Besides, the choice of the initial amplitudes is relatively easy as the level 2 waves are
either dependent on the product b21, b
2
φ or b1bφ. Thus, we can easily check how to
choose the fundamentals. This relation will be discussed in closer detail in Section
5.2.
3.3 Diffraction Model
Besides the damping effects, the diffraction effects are also important to account in
Rayleigh wave experiments, as they are usually conducted in the far field, where
those two phenomena play an important role. Therefore it is desirable to obtain a
model which takes those effects into account. In the following we will extend the two
dimensional model incorporating the SVEA in Section 3.1.1.5 to a third dimension
by implementing a finite size source leading to diffraction effects and a similar model
as the one wave model stated in [34]. We will still obtain displacements in only
two dimensions but with a dependence in the horizontal or y-direction. Using the
SVEA assumption will help to simplify the derivation but also the simulation, as a
system of partial differential equations will be derived, which can get computationally
costly depending on the desired accuracy and the number of frequency components
to simulate. Another important underlying assumption is that the diffraction of the
Rayleigh waves is small so that we can use a parabolic Taylor series approximation
as pointed out in [21, 34]. Let us assume now that the wave vector nka of a Rayleigh



















Subsequently, we can introduce the small angle Θd between the wave propagation
direction and the x-axis and write
nkx = nka cosΘd and nky = nka sinΘd. (127)




























































where bdn denotes the displacement amplitudes of the diffracted wave and is a function
of x and y. However, for the derivation it is convenient to write the equations on the






















where vdn denotes the velocity amplitudes of the diffracted wave and is a function of


















































If we now assume for a moment, that we have real valued initial conditions, then
vn = v−n holds as pointed out in Section 3.1.1.5. Furthermore, as described before,
the derivation of the sum in Equation (138) involves a sign switch of n. Let us now




















which is the same equation as before but now with a changed sign of the n terms
within the sum. This means that we do not need to adjust the sign if we pull a term
with n into the sum. Note, that the Slm term does not change for sign switches of
n or simultaneous sign switches of l and m. Eventually, we can calculate the right
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for n = l + m. We can simplify this with the expression of the diffracted velocity















where the initial conditions of the different vdn are arbitrary again as the according
initial phase within the exponential terms in vd1 and vdφ is not restricted and can
be chosen differently from an angle of zero. This equation is similar to [34]. The
main difference is that in this paper only influences from lower harmonics to higher
harmonics are modeled except that each harmonic is also influenced by the successive
harmonic component. This is not the case in the present model. Finally, let us write
this result on the amplitude level by considering the SVEA with the relation
vdn = −inωabdn. (143)



















will be denoted as diffraction term. This equation is a system of
coupled second order partial differential equations, linear in the second order deriva-
tives. Also note, that the SVEA assumption has only been applied to the second
order derivatives in the x-direction which is dominant for wave propagation, but not
in the y-direction.
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3.4 Simplified Diffraction Model
In order to be able to compare the diffraction model of Section 3.3 to experimental
data within the experimental Chapter 5, we need to further simplify the diffraction
model. As the aim is to fit the model to experimental data, we need to be able
to solve the partial differential equations for different sets of parameters in a fast
way. Therefore, we assume that the energy only transfers from lower to higher level
























with source terms on the right side where bdl and bdm denote solely the fundamentals.
This system of six equations is similar to the representation in [34]. According to this






Here, as represents a characteristic width of the source and will be taken as the
transducer radius in Chapter 5 and the bIC’s are the maximum amplitude of the
















where x0 = kaa
2
s/2 according to [34] and called the Rayleigh distance of wavea and
αa and αb are the damping components of the according fundamental waves.
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3.5 Acoustic Nonlinearity Parameter β
3.5.1 Modeling
In Section 2.4.2 the acoustic nonlinearity parameter for P-waves has been derived.
However, as Rayleigh waves contain displacements and dependencies in more than
one axis direction, we would arrive at more than one nonlinear term similar to [18]
where a P- and S-wave have been taken into account together. Thus, we would also
arrive at different coefficients yielding different descriptions of nonlinearity. However,
as our aim is to quantify the acoustic nonlinearity with one parameter β, we start
now in a different way. First of all, it is important to note that in an isotropic solid
the nonlinearity parameter β vanishes for transverse waves [29]. Therefore, the idea








This definition can been found in an analog way in [12] where the only difference is
that the displacements have been multiplied by the factor −i/η leading to a slightly
different definition of bn. As this factor is assumed to stay constant, both definitions
will give the same relative conclusions and therefore we stick to the definition of
Equation (151) which is more convenient here.
Besides, this β definition has been derived with a perturbation method. At this,
damping was neglected, the fundamental was constant and the second harmonic linear
[4, 18]. These characteristics are the same as in the simplified two dimensional model
of Section 3.2. Also, for P-waves we were able to derive the true β depending only on
material properties directly out of the nonlinear wave equations and state from there
the amplitude relation within Equation (151). Now, for Rayleigh waves we could
obtain the simplified expressions for the amplitudes depending on material properties
but not the expression for β. Thus, the idea is now to start from the other side
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and plug the amplitudes of the simplified Rayleigh wave model into the amplitude
relations for the β defined for P-waves to obtain an expression for the true β which










where S11 denotes Slm for l = m = 1. This expression is defined in a similar way in
[34] and is independent of the frequency, as the inverse of a wavenumber is contained
in M . Note, that this true β is only an analogy to P-waves, but it is usually the value
we are looking for in an experiment. It is also important to realize that from the def-
inition of the nonlinearity parameter we obtain the true β by plugging in amplitudes
where the assumptions of no damping, constant fundamental and linear second har-
monic hold, which is approximately true for small propagation distances. Therefore,
if we got absolute experimental data and plug it into Equation (151), the resulting
measured β will converge to the true β for small propagation distances. This also
means, that if we measure at larger distances where damping and diffraction effects
are not negligible anymore, our measured β will be very different from the true β. If
we have a good model that takes these effects into account, we can correct for them
and approximately back calculate the amplitude or β values for small propagation
distances where the true and measured β’s are almost the same [4]. This approach is
later conducted in Section 5.2.4.
For now, we only discussed β for one Rayleigh wave. In the case of mixing it is desir-
able to calculate the exact same β with all level 2 waves, to obtain a high flexibility in
choosing the wave component to measure and a good way to compare results. Thus,
we need to define β’s for the different level 2 waves and relate them to be able to






where l and m are either 1 or φ and k1 = ka and kφ = kb. Also, β1,1 = β. Therefore,
we have to relate the other β’s to β1,1. By using the equations of the simplified
two dimensional model of Section 3.2, we can state the general relation between the






This finally makes it possible to quantify the involved nonlinearity by taking a pre-
ferred level 2 wave. Therefore, if we are able to measure absolute displacements and
correct for damping and diffraction, we should be able to get approximately the same
β by measuring each of the four level two components and the according fundamental
wave.
Furthermore, as the Slm term is contained in all β formulations and incorporates
material and geometrical nonlinearities, one can infer that the acoustic nonlinearity
parameter depends on both nonlinearities [18].
3.5.2 Simulation
In the following we will have a look how the theoretical value of β varies from a case
with diffraction and or damping. Simulations were conducted based on Equation
(144) for waves with 2.5 and 1.75MHz with maximum initial amplitudes of the fun-
damentals of 7.5e−10m used within Gaussian sources as modeled in Equations (147)
and (148) with as = 6.35mm which resembles a typical radius of a wedge transducer
experimentally used for the considered wavelengths. The elements have been con-
sidered up to level 4 only small propagation distances are considered without highly
nonlinear effects as shock formations. Furthermore, it is computationally very difficult
to take much more components into account as we have a system of coupled partial
differential equations that becomes larger for each considered frequency component.
The material used is aluminum of Table 3.3 as the diffraction model will later be
used to correct for diffraction and damping for experimental data of aluminum. The
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Figure 3.8: Acoustic nonlinearity parameter for aluminum of Table 3.3 calculated on
four different ways for a)no diffraction and no attenuation, b)attenuation of 0.8Np/m
and no diffraction, c)attenuation of 0.08Np/m and diffraction, d) attenuation of
0.8Np/m and diffraction.
results for four different setups are presented in Figure 3.8. The bn’s are complex now
and differ from the simplified model as damping and diffraction are now taken into
account. Therefore, the complex amplitudes in the β formulas will not cancel out.
Hence, we need to plot the absolute value of the different β formulations. Now, in plot
a) where we have no damping or diffraction we can see that β stays very constant.
In plot b) we only have damping. As the damping is higher for higher frequencies,
the second harmonics and the sum frequency will fall as they get attenuated faster
than the fundamentals. However, as the difference frequency with 0.75MHz is lower
than both fundamentals, its β term rises over the propagation distance. In plots c)
and d) we finally have both effects, diffraction and damping. As diffraction is higher
for lower frequencies, the behavior in the beginning is the other way around now
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compared to plot b). In plot d) the used attenuation is 0.8Np/m for 2.5MHz which
is based on 0.7Np/m that has been measured for 2.333333MHz.
It is important to note that all curves have been normalized on the value of β11 at
x ≈ 0. This means that all expressions are the same in the beginning and Equations
(153) and (154) are indeed meaningfully.
All in all, one can conclude that a correction for diffraction and damping is necessary
to obtain the true β value at x = 0. This is even more important if one wants to
compare results of the difference frequency component to another level 2 component,
as they vary a lot according to Figure 3.8
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CHAPTER IV
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD SIMULATION
In order to validate the analytical mixing model, a finite element model has been set
up with the software COMSOL multiphysics version 4.3a and compared to analytical
results. The simulations have been conducted on the PACE high performance cluster
at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Modules that were used within COMSOL
were, besides the base license of COMSOL, the structural mechanics module and the
nonlinear structural materials module to incorporate hyperelasticity.
As the finite element method (FEM) is restricted by for example a reasonable domain
size and mesh resolution, it is not feasible to compare the FEM model to the analytical
model when many high frequency components begin to rise. The reason is that for a
doubling of the highest considered frequency the mesh resolution and the detail of the
time step size of the solver need to be doubled as well requiring high computational
resources. Because of this and as we are experimentally only interested in the level
2 waves as the other components are often extremely small, the FEM model will be
used to compare it to the two dimensional model in Section 3.1 for small propagation
distances where only the fundamentals and level 2 waves have a reasonable amplitude.
Hence, these are the only elements used in the analytical model. Besides, we can
scale our time step and mesh size according to the second harmonic of wavea, which
represents higher frequencies not correctly but only involves a small error as they
are have negligible amplitudes. For small propagation distances, the influence of
damping will also be small. Moreover, as the damping in wave propagation is different
for each frequency component it would be difficult to implement such a behavior in













Figure 4.1: Sketch of geometry, material and physics of FEM simulation model.
which resolves waves only up to the larger second harmonic. This should help to
make a basic comparison possible and to check if the theory and FEM react the same
way on variation of FMRs and AMRs.
4.1 Modeling
In this section the features of the model will be explained. They are important to
interpret the simulations later on. A sketch of the model is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
This figure will be analyzed throughout the next sections. The model is designed
in two dimensions and uses the structural mechanics physics within a time domain
analysis. A frequency domain analysis is not applicable as different frequency com-
ponents in the excitation and measurement are involved and the propagating wave
components are nonlinearly coupled.
4.1.1 Geometry
The geometry is kept relatively simple and focuses on two main aspects. Firstly, the
generation of Rayleigh waves with the wedge technique. And secondly, wave propa-
gation in a nonlinear material.
Generation using the wedge technique has several advantages. Amongst others, it is
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the technique used for experiments and could therefore be a basis for further investi-
gations of the experimental setup instead of only comparing the model to the theory.
Also, the wedge technique allows for easy mixing of the waves within the signal of the
transducer. This concept would be very difficult to realize with for example the comb
technique as one would need to design a comb that is able to excite two waves at the
same time or two combs would be necessary which increases the model size. Consid-
ering the wedge, it has been designed on the left side with the according Rayleigh
wave angle from Section 2.3.6.1. On the right side the focus was to get a large angle
in order that waves reflected from the wedge-specimen interface travel a relatively
long distance through the wedge before interfering with the generated P-wave.
Furthermore, the wave propagation distance will be counted approximately from the
location where the middle point of the P-wave beam that is excited in the wedge hits
the specimen. The exact start of the propagation distance is the set by making minor
adjustments from the middle point to optimize the fit between FEM and analytical
model. This distance is then used for all simulations with the same geometry.
Instead of modeling a complex contact condition between wedge and transducer, they
have been modeled as one body with two different materials. This is the ideal and
desirable contact condition for Rayleigh wave generation that we seek in experiments
by filling up gaps with liquids and firmly attaching the wedge on the specimen as
shown in Figure 5.2 in the experimental chapter. Additionally, this reduces the com-
putational effort.
4.1.2 Material
The linear wedge is made of acrylic plastic, which is predefined in the COMSOL
material library with a density of 1190kg/m3 a Young’s modulus of 3.2e9Pa and
a Poisson’s ratio of 0.35. The hyperelastic specimen has been modeled with the
parameters of Table 3.1. This material combination ensures that the P-wave velocity
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of the wedge is slower than the Rayleigh wave velocity within the specimen, which is
necessary for Rayleigh wave generation. As this chapter serves to qualitatively show
the feasibility of the mixing technique an investigation of this material combination
was found to be sufficient.
4.1.3 Physics and Boundary Conditions
The most important part of a COMSOL model is typically the so called physics node,
where the involved physics or boundary conditions need to be defined. The boundary
conditions are painted on color within Figure 4.1. At this, the transducer is simply
represented by a prescribed displacement at the left edge of the wedge. This means,
that the transducer perfectly connected to the wedge which means that no contacts
need to be modeled. This idealization is meaningful, as in the experiment it is neces-
sary to keep the transducer connected to the wedge by for example a fixation as shown
in Figure 5.5. For the prescribed displacement two sinusoidal signals with different
frequencies are added. Moreover, to ensure that the domains are not floating around,
the specimen is fixed in the corners on the bottom.
As the Rayleigh wave is theoretically defined as traveling on a free surface, the upper
edges of the specimen have been define accordingly.
A key to meaningful analyses of wave propagation problems defined for infinite com-
ponents is the handling of reflections. As Rayleigh waves have been derived for an
semi-infinite solid, one needs to reproduce this fact as precise as possible. COM-
SOL offers three different possibilities. Infinite domains, perfectly matched layers
and low-reflecting boundary conditions. However, the first two are not applicable in
time domain analysis as conducted here. Therefore, low-reflecting boundary condi-
tions have been used. These ensure that only a small part of an incident wave gets
reflected back and they work better the closer the incident wave direction is to the
normal direction of the considered boundary. Low reflecting boundary conditions
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have been used within the wedge and the specimen. However, tests showed that a
significant percentage of the Rayleigh wave propagating close to the surface, has been
reflected back at the right boundary within Figure 4.1 even when the low reflecting
boundary has been optimized for Rayleigh waves. Therefore, the low reflecting bound-
ary condition in the specimen has not been used to handle Rayleigh wave reflection
but to further decrease the influence of reflected P- and S-waves. These waves are
small compared to the Rayleigh wave, but travel faster and can influence the small
nonlinear effects before the Rayleigh wave reaches the boundary. The low reflecting
boundary conditions is consequently to create an impedance match for P- and S-
waves to reduce reflections. To handle Rayleigh wave reflections, there was no other
option than making the domain large enough to avoid reflections in the considered
simulation time.
4.1.4 Nonlinearity
As already mentioned, the wedge has been modeled as a linear material as we are
not interested in nonlinear effects within this component. To model nonlinear effects
within the specimen, the nonlinear structural materials model has been used. Here,
hyperelasticity based on the formulation of Murnaghan is predefined, which uses the
strain invariants. This expression is also accurate to the third order and equivalent
to Equation 55. Additionally, it is based on the Lagrangian strain with geometrical
nonlinearities. However, in the theory strain terms of order four and higher have
been neglected after the Lagrangian strain has been plugged into the elastic energy
density. This is not the case in COMSOL. Additionally, there is no easy possibility
for modification available. But according to Section 3.1.3, the fourth order terms
should be much smaller than the already small third order terms. Therefore, this
difference in approximation will have a neglig As the nonlinear effects we are interested
in are very small, we need a certain propagation distance to obtain a measurable
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amplitude which can be well separated from other effects within the DFT. But as
long propagation distances are computationally expensive and as the aim is to only
compare both models but not any special values, it has proven to be useful to increase
the nonlinearity by a certain amount. As the geometric nonlinearities are not easily
accessible in COMSOL, the idea is now to simply increase the material nonlinearity
i.e. all third order elastic constants within COMSOL and the analytical model. It is
now important to scale those factors in a meaningful way. If we scale to small, we will
still have problems to get food results from the DFT. And if we scale to high, wave
components higher than level 2 will obtain a not negligible amplitude and we would
need to make the mesh and time steps of the solver finer to resolve these components
and their influence on the other components correctly. By using the analytical model
it has been found that a factor of 150 is useful for a propagation distance of about
20mm. This factor will be used for the simulations later on.
4.1.5 Mesh
According to the documentation on the COMSOL website it is recommended to
choose a mesh size that is around five times smaller than the smallest considered
wavelength. As we only look at level 1 and 2 waves, the component of interest will













Therefore, the maximum mesh size within the specimen has been rounded to 120µm.
For the wedge one needs to take the P-wave velocity of acrylic plastic which is cpw =
2077.45 and the highest frequency, which is only fa, as the wedge is linear. This leads
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A slightly smaller maximum mesh size of 160µm has been taken here. Furthermore,
the specimen has been divided into two parts, where for the lower part a mesh size of
maximum 170µm has been taken, as the high frequencies decrease faster with depth
than the lower frequencies within a Rayleigh wave and as we are not interested in
resolving the wave nicely on the bottom of the specimen. The standard model used
for most simulations solves for around 200000 degrees of freedom.
4.1.6 Time stepping
Besides resolving the largest second harmonic in space, we also need to resolve it
accurately in time. According to COMSOL a CFL (CourantFriedrichsLewy ) number





To be on the save side and obtain a reasonable DFT resolution a maximum time step
of 6.5ns has been chosen.
4.1.7 Solver
COMSOL offers several direct and iterative solvers. The direct solver called Spooles
worked very memory efficient but slowly. It is often a useful choice on a machine with
small memory. However, on the PACE cluster where multi core calculations where
used, the Pardiso direct solver has been taken, as it usually scales up best. Tests with
indirect solvers gave very similar results. Note, that the solvers utilized here used the




The simulations presented in the following have been conducted on the PACE clus-
ter at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Batch jobs had to be submitted as the
interactive mode of COMSOL has been relatively unstable on the cluster. Because of
the speed up difficulties mentioned in Section 4.1.7 several simulations with different
parameter sets have been calculated on a single node. The two dimensional simu-
lations were conducted with 2-4 cores and 10-16 gigabyte memory, as the amount
of memory was the main problem. The simulation time varied between 10 and 40
hours depending on the details and sizes used in the different setups. The use of more
resources did not result in a useful speedup. Thus, the resources have rather been
used to start several simulations at the same time.
4.2.2 Signal Processing
Within the simulation only data at discrete points is saved, as a fine resolution in time
is needed for tracking nonlinear effects and conducting a discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). Saving data on all mesh points would result in huge models which need a
lot of memory to access and analyze and a lot of space on the hard disk. Therefore,
32 probe points are fixed on the free surface of the geometry at distances of 0.5mm
between each other. These probe points measure the vertical displacement in material
coordinates in the z direction, which is defined in Figure 2.5. This makes it possible
to compare the results with the z component of the theory. The same procedure also
works for displacements in the x direction.
When a simulation runs, the 32 probe points will now record the displacement in the
vertical direction over time, which yields time domain signal similar to Figure 4.2.
Here, the steady-state region for the Hanning window can be chosen already after the




























Figure 4.2: Time domain signal in z-direction for mixing of 2.5 and 1MHz waves with
an AMR of 1.5 at 5.5mm propagation distance in steel with increased nonlinearity
by a factor of 150.
is transformed into the frequency domain with a DFT resulting in a plot like Figure
4.3. . At this, the original DFT amplitudes have been back calculated to the time
domain signal with the approximate formula
time domain amplitude =
4 frequency domain amplitude
number of data points used for Hanning window
.
(158)
Selecting approximately full periods for the Hanning window was found to be very
important to obtain good DFT data. This helps to get a more periodic signal to
reduce side lobes in the DFT plot compared to a rectangular window.
After the DFT is performed, the maxima at the level 1 and 2 frequencies can be
calculated. This process is repeated for 32 different propagation distances. The
fundamentals of the analytical model are then fitted to the FEM results with a single
constant factor. The whole signal processing procedure is summarized in Figure 4.4.
Note that in Figure 5.8 there are relatively few cycles taken to improve visibility. In
a simulation more steady-state cycles as for example in 4.2 have to be simulated to


































Figure 4.3: DFT plot of time domain signal of Figure 4.2 with a Hanning window
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Figure 4.4: Workflow in processing of the time domain signal obtained within FEM.
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4.2.3 Results for Different Frequencies and Amplitudes
As the FEM model has a different excitation method compared to the theory where a
perfect Rayleigh wave is given as initial condition and as we have information losses
through signal processing in the DFT, through finite domains and finite resolutions in
space and time, meaning limited mesh and time step resolutions, we can expect that
we will obtain several differences between both models for which all these aspects are
responsible.
Now, we compare the two dimensional model of Section 3.1 to the FEM model for
a sine wave with amplitude of 15e−10 for each wave, which are added up in the
transducer to excite a mixed P-wave. A frequency for wavea of fa = 2.5MHz has been
applied and a frequency of 1 and 2MHz for waveb as shown in Figure 4.5. The scale
on the left side holds for the fundamentals, the scale on the right side for the level
2 waves. It can be observed, that the models match relatively well for the different
FMRs and AMRs and the considered propagation distances. Here, the amplitude of
the fb component within the Rayleigh wave tended to decrease for a lower fb despite
the amplitudes in the excitation of the transducer stay constant. This effect is most
likely related to the fact that the energy for a higher frequency will be more confined
near the surface as pointed out in 3.1.2. This will cause a higher amplitude for higher
frequencies as the displacement has been measured on the free surface. Considering
plot b) of Figure 4.5, we can see that the difference frequency component is relatively
inaccurate compared to plot a). The reason is that in plot b) it has a value of only
0.5MHz compared to 1.5MHz in plot a). This means that the wavelength will be
three times larger in plot b) leading to a much smaller decrease in energy. Therefore,
much more reflections of the difference frequency component will occur within the
specimen leading to a distortion of this component. A more detailed discussion on
these effects will follow in the Specimen Size Section 4.2.4. In Figure 4.6 surface
plots of the Rayleigh waves are presented for the setups used in Figure 4.5. The
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of vertical displacement portions of the different frequency
components of the two dimensional model (curves) with the FEM model (markers) for
fa = 2.5MHz and a)fb = 1MHz and b)fb = 2MHz. The maximum P-wave excitation
is 15e−10m for both fundamentals. Material nonlinearity within steel is increased by
















minimum −3.44e−9m maximum 3.62e−9m
minimum −4.09e−9m maximum 3.22e−9m
a)
b)
Figure 4.6: Surface plot of vertical displacement for the FEMmodel for fa = 2.5MHz
and a) fb = 1MHz, b)fb = 2MHz. The used setups are the same as used in Figure
4.5.
evanescent behavior of the Rayleigh wave can be observed and the different form of
the wave displacement depending on the FMR. The color range has been adjusted
in order that the displacements in the specimen is easier recognizable. Therefore,
the color gradient does not cover the whole displacement range. In the following
sections parameter variations will be conducted based on the setup of Figure 4.5 plot
b) to point out important effects on the simulation results that were all considered
to optimize the results.
4.2.4 Variation of Specimen Size
As already mentioned in Section 4.2.3 we obtain reflections for larger wavelengths
within the specimen, when its depth is not large enough. The specimen depth used
for the plots in Figure 4.5 was 4.5mm. The wavelength of the difference frequency




m = 5.844mm. (159)
Hence, the geometry does not even allow one wavelength of the difference frequency
component. This large wavelength is the reason why this component was least accu-
rate in Figure 4.5 b). However, the use of low reflecting boundary conditions improves
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of vertical displacement portions of the different frequency
components of the two dimensional model (curves) with the FEM model (markers)
for fa = 2.5MHz and fb = 2MHz. The maximum P-wave excitation is 15e
−10m for
both fundamentals. Material nonlinearity within steel is increased by a factor of 150.
The specimen depth is a) 0.5 and b) 2 times the depth used in Figure 4.5 plot b).
the situation a lot. The effect of variation of the specimen depths, two simulations
with same the parameters as in the setup of 4.5 b) but different depths can be seen in
Figure 4.7. Clearly, the difference frequency component is affected a lot by variation
of the specimen depth. This depth needs to be chosen depending on the involved
frequencies to obtain accurate results. A larger depth also reduces the oscillations of
the fundamentals to a certain extent as effects of reflections become smaller.
When the specimen depth is chosen too small, we obtain very large effects on the
fundamentals. This can be seen more clearly when simulation with low FMRs like
89
0.1 or 0.2.
4.2.5 Variation of Wedge Size
In this section the wedge size is now be varied based on the setup of Figure 4.5 b).
The according results for half and double the original wedge size is presented in Figure
4.7 Here, different propagation distances are used as the probes where placed right
after the wedge for measurement of vertical displacement. According to the plots, the
oscillations of the fundamentals are less severe for a larger wedge, at least relatively
to the amplitudes of the fundamentals. This effect is most likely due to reduced re-
flections within the wedge. An increased wedge size causes the waves to travel longer
and reduces the reflection problems to a certain degree.
4.2.6 Variation of Nonlinearity
As a next step the influence of the factor multiplied to the third order elastic con-
stants after Murnaghan is investigated, which will be called nonlinearity factor in the
following. Based on the setup of Figure 4.5 b) with a nonlinearity factor of 150, sim-
ulations with a nonlinearity factor of 10 and 1350 are shown in Figure 4.9. In plot a)
the fundamentals are resolved as usual. However, the level 2 waves are still so small
that we can hardly calculate useful values within the DFT. In plot b), we can see the
other extrema. The level 2 components became so high that the fundamentals show a
clearly visible decrease as they transfer their energy to the level 2 waves. Along with
that, level 3 waves begin to have a significant influence on the overall result. This can
be seen in the decrease of the level 2 after a certain propagation distance. However,
as the mesh and time steps were not designed for measuring level 3 components, the
amplitudes become relatively inaccurate. Therefore, a comparison to the analytical
model with level 3 components did not give good results.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of vertical displacement portions of the different frequency
components of the two dimensional model (curves) with the FEM model (markers)
for fa = 2.5MHz, fb = 2MHz and a maximum P-wave excitation of 15e
−10m for both
fundamentals. Material nonlinearity within steel is increased by a factor of 150 and
the wedge size is multiplied by a factor of a) 0.5 and b) 2 compared to the setup used
in Figure 4.5 b).
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of vertical displacement portions of the different frequency
components of the two dimensional model (curves) with the FEM model (markers) for
fa = 2.5MHz, fb = 2MHz and P-wave excitation of 15e
−10m for both fundamentals.
Material nonlinearity within steel is increased by a factor of a)10, b)1350. Otherwise
the setups are identical as used in Figure 4.5b)
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4.2.7 Variation of Mesh Size
The effect of an inappropriate mesh size is pretty obvious. As the mesh size needs to
be designed according to the highest considered frequency, this component will also
be the first one to suffer from a not detailed enough spatial discretization. Tests have
shown that the fundamentals are relatively unaffected when the mesh size has been
doubled within the specimen. This is in contrast to the high level 2 frequency com-
ponents which rise relatively normal in the beginning but after a certain propagation
distance they start to decrease rapidly.
Besides, a more detailed mesh for the setup of Figure 4.5 did not result in any visible
improvements. This confirms that the mesh has been dimensioned accurate enough.
4.2.8 Variation of Time Step
Variations of the time step within the solver gave very similar results to the variation of
the mesh size. A too large time step caused the high frequencies to become inaccurate
first. Investigations also showed that the time step used for the setup of Figure 4.5
was accurate enough as smaller time steps did not result in improvements.
4.3 FEM Conclusion
This FEM section showed qualitatively and quantitatively that the analytical model
of Chapter 3 and the FEM simulation model match well for the considered setup. A
variety of influences on the FEM model have been shown. They were all taken into
account to design the model in a way that it works accurately but also fast enough
to show the feasibility of the analytical model. Much more detailed models have
not been investigated as no big improvements have been observed for variation of
different parameters. However, it is expected that the results are becoming slightly
better but the computationally effort would most likely become relatively large to




In the following chapter the mixing technique of two collinear Rayleigh waves will
be performed experimentally. The objective is first to generally show that we can
measure the generated level 2 waves and use them to characterize the acoustic non-
linearity parameter β with the applied technique. After showing the feasibility of the
technique, several measurements are performed for different frequencies and ampli-
tudes of the two mixing waves in order to confirm basic relations modeled within the
derived dynamic equations of Chapter 3. As a last next step, a comparison between
experimental results and the diffraction model of Section 3.3 is conducted to test if
they are qualitatively in line.
5.1 Experimental Setup
5.1.1 Experimental Procedure
The basic concept of the conducted experiment can be seen in Figure 5.1. Here, two
function generators produce sine waves at two different frequencies. As a next step,
we mix the two waves in the electrical signal and feed the obtained wave into a gated
high power amplifier. The amplified signal is sent from there to a transducer mounted
on a wedge similar to Section 2.3.6.1. Then, a mixed P-wave will be excited which
causes a mixed Rayleigh wave to propagate through the surface of the nonlinear ma-
terial. This generates in all kinds of higher harmonics and combination frequencies
of which usually the level 1 and level 2 waves can be measured. For detection, an
air-coupled transducer is used which sends the measured data to a receiver which
amplifies the results to obtain a large enough amplitudes. The measurements are























Figure 5.1: Concept of experimental Rayleigh wave mixing.
Matlab for post processing and signal processing respectively, similarly to Figure 4.4.
The heart of the setup, which is the transducer installation on the specimen is illus-
trated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, where the propagation direction is from right to left
now. Here, it is important to fix the plastic wedge firmly to the specimen to obtain
clean contact conditions that are necessary for making good measurements. Also, the
wedge transducer and the air-coupled transducer have to be aligned to measure as
close as possible on the center of the propagating Rayleigh wave beam to obtain a
large signal. The black device within 5.3 serves to adjust the propagation distance
of the air-coupled transducer, to measure the development of the level 1 and 2 com-
ponents over distance. This device can be used to adjust the distance by fractions of
a millimeter which is very useful for accurate measurements as a millimeter was the
used step size in all conducted experiments in this research.
5.1.2 Experimental Devices
Several technical devices and parts as shown in Figure 5.1 were necessary to conduct
the experiments. Some important facts will be explained in the following that give
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Figure 5.2: Transducer setup of experiments with view from the side.
Figure 5.3: Transducer setup of experiments with view from the top.
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Figure 5.4: Technical devices used for experiments.
more detail about the involved adjustments and effects. The order of the devices
explained will resemble the way the wave signal goes through the setup.
5.1.2.1 Function Generators
Two 80 MHz 33250A function/arbitrary waveform generator from Agilent are used
to generate two different sine waves at different frequencies and variable amplitudes.
They are the devices on the top left of Figure 5.4. Here, both signals are mixed in
the small blue box. However, an ordinary link worked as well to mix the signals.
It is important to point out, that in the conducted experiments we mix already the
signal which feeds into one transducer instead of exciting two separate Rayleigh waves
where the mixing is done in the material. If the chosen frequencies are close together
it should be much easier to excite a clean Rayleigh wave by mixing before the trans-
ducer instead of afterwards. Furthermore, as drawn in Figure 5.1 one of the function
generators has been used as the trigger source.
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The number of cycles used for one sine wave was typically between 20 and 35, de-
pending on what frequencies have been mixed and how many cycles it took to get
enough steady-state data to which the post processing can be applied. A small num-
ber of cycles does not give enough steady-state data and too many cycles will lead to
undesired reflections at the air-coupled transducer, which will be discussed in Section
5.1.2.5.
Moreover, the function generators will also be used in Section 5.2.2 to adjust the
amplitudes of the single sine waves to investigate the effect of amplitude ratios on the
experiment.
5.1.2.2 High Power Amplifier
The high power amplifier that has been used is a Ritec GA-2500A gated RF amplifier
and is the large device on the bottom of Figure 5.4. The amplifier is crucial in
nonlinear measurements, as we need high voltages to excite large enough Rayleigh
waves that generate significant higher harmonics. If the amplification is too small the
level 2 waves cannot be separated from noise within the measurements. The amplifier
has also a pretty linear behavior which is important if we want to quantify nonlinear
effects in the material.
The input to the amplifier is limited to around 1V from each wave component, which
is the reason for the amplitudes used in section 5.2. The input voltage will then be
amplified to actuate the transducer.
5.1.2.3 Excitation Device
The wedge method has been chosen as excitation method which is a so-called contact
method. A typical plastic wedge with a narrow-band V106 piezoelectric transducer
of Panametrics centered at 2.25 MHz has been used. The transducer mounted to the
wedge can be seen in Figure 5.5. Here, the angle where the transducer is attached to
the plastic wedge is designed as explained in Section 2.3.6.1. According to [11] it is
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Figure 5.5: Plastic wedge with exciting transducer centered at 2.25 MHz.
important to keep the propagation distance of the P-wave through the wedge small,
as diffraction effects will change the incident angle on the wedge-specimen boundary.
Thus, also P- and S-waves are generated leaving a smaller portion of the input energy
for the Rayleigh wave, which makes measurements more difficult. Also, the angle on
the right side of the wedge serves to increase the propagation distance for reflected
waves within the wedge to keep their influence small.
Finally, it is important to have a good coupling between wedge and specimen and
wedge and transducer. This is done by the fixations but also by oil couplings.
5.1.2.4 Specimen
The specimen used is made of 7075-T651 aluminum and has the dimensions of
0.0254m thickness, 0.1016m width and 0.3048m length. Its elastic properties have
been stated in [35] and are shown in Table 3.3. This specific kind of material has
been chosen as is has low attenuation, which makes it possible to conduct experi-
ments over a longer domain before the level 2 signals begin to fall. Thus, more data
points can be measured within the region where the acoustic nonlinearity parame-
ter β is relatively constant. When the waves are attenuated too much one needs to
compensate for the attenuation. As the experiments in Section 5.2 have been done in
the far field, we will already see a decline of the level 2 waves for higher propagation
distances even for the low attenuating aluminum that has been used. Consquently,
it might be already useful to compensate for attenuation and also diffraction. This
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will be discussed in closer detail in Section 5.2.4.
Besides, we can investigate if the plate thickness is sufficient in order to check that we
do not have much reflections at the ground of the specimen or that no Lamb waves
will be formed [11]. Since the Rayleigh wave is evanescent we can get rid of these ef-
fects by choosing a large enough specimen thickness. As our experiments will be done
with fundamental frequencies around 2MHz and a difference frequency component of





and cr ≈ 2923.31 values of λw(2MHz) = 1.4517mm and λw(0.2MHz) = 14.517mm.
Thus, the plate thickness is about 17λw(2MHz) and 1.7λw(0.2MHz). Clearly, the
thickness is sufficient for the fundamentals. In the case of the difference frequency the
plate thickness is relatively small, but as the difference frequency does not carry much
energy, the influence should still be small on the overall experiment. But the difference
frequency itself could be affected. In Section 5.2 difficulties with the measurements of
the difference frequency component will be pointed out and this might be one factor
that contributes to the overall problem.
5.1.2.5 Detection Device
For detection the NCT4-D13 high frequency air-coupled transducer from Ultran has
been used with a peak and center frequency at 3.3MHz and a bandwidth of 1.1MHz at
-6dB . The response of this non-contact transducer is shown in Figure 5.6, where the
x-axis scale is 1.25MHz per division and the y-axis scale 10dB per division. It can be
seen within this diagram that the performance of the transducer is highly dependent
on the frequency, meaning that different frequency components within a signal will
be scaled differently. Note that most experiments have been conducted close to a
fundamental center frequency of 2.1MHz instead of the 2.25MHz transducer center
frequency for excitation as the air-coupled is centered at 3.3MHz and gave better
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Figure 5.6: Frequency response of air-coupled transducer from the Ultran group.
results for level 2 waves closer to 3.3MHz. Furthermore, the air-coupled transducer
works in principle just like the wedge transducer. The Rayleigh wave that travels
through the surface will leak a P-wave into the surrounding air. Thus, the air acts
similar to the plastic wedge and one can measure this P-wave.
Also, it is important to send a wave packet through the specimen which is not too
long. The P-wave will be reflected at the surface of the transducer and again reflected
at the surface of the specimen and then travel back to the transducer. Thus, we need
to choose the length of the wave packet according to the lift-off distance between
specimen and transducer in order that we do not measure reflected waves. Therefore,
a large lift-off distance would be desirable to measure more wave cycles. However,
the lift-off distance cannot be too large as the damping in air is relatively high and
we would not get a good signal for larger distances. So there is a trade-off between
both effects.
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Figure 5.7: Oscilloscope showing measured signal of two mixed Rayleigh waves at
2.666667 and 1.866667 MHz.
5.1.2.6 Receiver
The 5072PR Panametrics Receiver that has been used is the device on the right on
the amplifier in Figure 5.4. The most important setting here is the gain, which is set
to 40dB. A gain is often important as the measured signal is relatively low. However,
if we use the receiver with a small gain the noise will be increased within the signal,
as the receiver adds a certain amount of noise itself. If we further increase the gain
to a reasonable number, the influence of the receiver noise will be low compared to
the amplification of the signal.
5.1.2.7 Oscilloscope
A TDS5034B Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope of Tektronix has been used within the
experiments. A photograph is shown in Figure 5.7. Within this figure we see the
measured signal of two mixed Rayleigh waves. To obtain a clearer signal an average
of 256 samples has been taken as basis for signal processing. The signal processing
for the experiments has been similar to Section 4.2.2. The DFT of the time domain
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signal has been realized with the fft command in Matlab.
5.2 Experimental Results
Within the experiments there are basically three steps. The first is to show that we
can use the mixing technique in general to obtain the acoustic nonlinearity parameter
β and how the m. The second step analyses the influence of variation of the initial
amplitudes of the fundamental waves with fixed frequencies. And in the third step
the mixing frequencies are varied while the initial amplitudes of the fundamentals are
held fix.
5.2.1 Feasibility of Rayleigh Wave Mixing
First of all basic tests have been performed to see if we can measure the four level 2
components and if they grow over the propagation distance when damping is small.
This could help to obtain more information from a single experiment as compared to
a one wave case. For the sum frequency and the second harmonics, it was relatively
unproblematic to get good results. However, the difference frequency was difficult
to measure. Tests have been made for a center frequency of the fundamentals of
fc = 2.1MHz and a φ = 0.8, which means that the frequencies at 2.333333MHz and
1.867777MHz are used. Therefore, it was impossible to measure the difference fre-
quency of 0.466666MHz with the air-coupled transducer which is centered at 3.3MHz,
as the amplitude is too weak as shown in Figure 5.10. Thus, a wedge transducer has
been used also for the receiving part with transducers centered at 0.5MHz and 1MHz.
The difference frequency could in fact be measured relatively easily but the behav-
ior over the propagation distance was not meaningful. A reason for this behavior is
that the transducer cannot measure the high frequencies accurately, which distorts
the time domain signal too much. This has also been tested for mixing frequencies
at 10 and 13MHz but a meaningful detection with a wedge transducer centered at
5MHz and the air-coupled were not possible. As a result, a broadband detection
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technique like laser measurements, broadband microphones or accelerometers could
resolve this problem. As it has recently been shown that the difference frequency of
Rayleigh wave mixing can actually be used to measure β in concrete with broadband
techniques [10].
On the excitation side one could vary the FMR to obtain a larger difference frequency
that is closer to the other frequency components. However, either two exciting trans-
ducers are necessary when exciting far away from having a beating phenomena which
means smaller FMRs. Then one would need to perform the wave mixing in the spec-
imen which is rather difficult. Or also a broadband transducer needs to be taken for
excitation purposes. Also, a very small FMR with an easy transducer motion might
be possible to realize with only one transducer, but then it would be more difficult
to measure several level 2 waves at the same time as they are more spread out and
the sum and difference frequency are also closer to the fundamentals which could
cause overlaps in the DFT. Thus, larger FMRs were easier to handle with the avail-
able equipment to perform basic investigations on the Rayleigh wave mixing method
which is the reason why only large FMRs will be considered in the following.
Consequently, as the difference frequency component is too involved for the scope of
this thesis and has already been investigated before and can be used to measure β
[10], the further analysis will focus solely on the other three level 2 waves which gave
very good results with the air-coupled transducer. With the described narrow band
transducers of Section 5.1.2 it is usually recommendable to excite with a FMR close to
one to have a beating, as this motion is easy to realize since the involved frequencies
are close to each other which results in an easier motion for the exciting transducer
to follow and the frequencies, except the difference frequency, can be chosen close to
the center frequencies of the exciting and detecting transducers.
The measured data has been processed similarly to Chapter 4 and is summarized






















Figure 5.8: Workflow in processing of the time domain signal obtained within ex-
periments.
lowing. Results of the measured time domain signal can be seen in Figures 5.7 and
5.9. Despite the rather difficult excitation, the measured signal looks relatively clean.
When we apply the illustrated Hanning window on a steady-state portion of the time
domain signal, we obtain the DFT shown in Figure 5.10.
The different frequency components are clean, well separated and have a high
enough amplitude to be not influenced too much by noise. It is important to note
that the amplitudes in 5.10 do not say much about the real world signal, as the
air-coupled transducer has a certain response over frequency as shown in Figure 5.6
as well as the exciting transducer. Thus, we cannot compare the amplitudes of the
different frequency components against each other but only the same frequency com-
ponents for different measurements as done in the next sections. Thus, the even the
fundamental amplitudes differ although we applied the same voltage for both waves.
To be able to compare different frequencies, we would need to conduct absolute mea-
surements with for example a laser which was out of the scope of this thesis. As a
result, the amplitudes and later calculated β values are only relative measure.























Figure 5.9: Measured time domain signal at 78mm propagation distance for mixing





















































Figure 5.11: Amplitudes of different frequency components over the propagation
distance with the parameters of Figure 5.9.
signal with the approximate formula of Equation 158. After incorporating this for-
mula, we just need to read off the maxima to get the approximate amplitude of each
component within the time domain signal. If we take now measurements at positions
from 30 to 78mm in 1mm steps, apply the discussed steps and calculate the according
maxima, we obtain the plot in Figure 5.11, which has been similarly measured for the
other experiments of the set which incorporated different fundamental frequencies and
amplitudes. Here, each component has been normalized to its value at 30mm. In this
plot we can see the typical characteristic of fundamentals and level 2 waves, which are
generated through nonlinearity. The fundamental waves fall of with a relatively small
percentage but the level 2 waves rise with a higher percentage. The reason is that the
fundamentals have much higher absolute values and therefore their relative change is
usually smaller in the beginning. It can also be observed that the fundamentals rise
for small propagation distances in an almost linear manner but begin to drop of later.
As the measurements are conducted in the far-field of the Rayleigh waves diffraction










βfafa = 3.4 · 10
−09, SE 4.3 · 10−11
βfbfb = 1.7 · 10
−08, SE 4 · 10−10
βfafb = 1.4 · 10
−08, SE 1.9 · 10−10






Figure 5.12: β times x for different level 2 components.
propagation distances. In all conducted measurements it has been observed that the
2fb, which has the smallest frequency of the level 2 waves measured, drops of first. A
possible explanation is that because of the lower frequency it is experimentally much
harder to generate higher harmonics when damping and diffraction effects become
larger. Also the 2fa component gave in general the uncleanest measurements. The
reason is that it is the highest measured frequency and thus relatively far away from
the center frequency of the air-coupled transducer making the signal small, which
is harder too measure and to separate from noise. Also, if the input amplitudes of
the fundamentals are low, we will obtain worse data for the 2fa component, as small
fundamental amplitudes reduce the amplitudes of the level 2 waves as well.
If we now use the calculated amplitudes and apply the β formulas derived in section
3.5 and multiply them with the propagation distance, we obtain the plot shown in
Figure 5.12.
It should be pointed out that we measure a P-wave with the air-coupled transducer
and therefore we do not directly have the Rayleigh wave amplitudes available as
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defined in needed within the β formulas. However, as we got a certain response
for the combination of both transducers anyway that has not been quantified, we
will just use the overall measured amplitudes for the amplitudes within the acoustic
nonlinearity parameter to get a value that is at least proportional to β with an
unknown proportionality factor. Besides, in Figure 5.12 a linear fit has been used
to calculate β as the slope assuming a constant acoustic nonlinearity parameter.
This is a common approach to obtain an approximate value for β. Note again, that
the β values between the three illustrated curves cannot be compared because of
different transducer response behavior. One should only compare the value of the
same frequency for amongst others different amplitudes or specimen. The term SE in
the legend stands for standard error calculated with the LinearModel.fit of Matlab and
as this value is relatively small we can infer that the linear fit is reasonable. This finally
means that we can use the mixing technique to measure the acoustic nonlinearity
parameter of the material for the second harmonics and the sum frequency.
5.2.2 Variation of Amplitudes for Fixed Frequencies
After showing that the mixing technique gives feasible data a first set of experiments
has been conducted. Here, only the amplitudes of the fundamental waves will be
scaled but the frequencies will be fixed at 2.333333MHz and 1.866667MHz. As the
displacement of the fundamental waves is approximately proportional to the output
voltage of the function generators, the output voltages of both function generators
have been varied among the values 350, 525 and 700mVpp which resulted in nine
different measurement sets. Note that 525 is the mean of 350 and 700 and will later
be useful to conduct experiments with a fixed center voltage. Fixed center output
voltage means that the average of the voltages of both function generators stays fixed.
Furthermore, all measurements have been conducted from 30mm to 78mm propaga-
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Figure 5.13: Average fundamental amplitudes over propagation distance normalized
to their maxima for different output voltages of the function generators. Trends
denoted by arrows.
repeatable, only one measurement per set has been obtained as the data was already
very satisfying to do basic investigations concerning the mixing technique. If one
would want to get reliable data to investigate material properties it is recommended
to do more measurements.
In Figures 5.13 and 5.14 the normalized averages of the measured values over the
propagation distances of the fundamentals plus the sum frequency and second har-
monics are presented. The average has been taken as considering more data points
helped to reduce the influence from outliers on the overall behavior. Also, a normal-
ization has been conducted as the absolute values of the measured amplitudes are
not physically meaningful because of the explained transducer characteristics or re-
sponses. Thus, normalization has been chosen for easier visualization. In Figure 5.13
the axis directions of the trends of the measured amplitudes are shown by arrows.
As one would expect from the simplified mixing model from Section 3.2.1 the fa rises
linearly with an increased voltage output of the function generator of wavea. Thus,



















Figure 5.14: Average level 2 wave amplitudes over propagation distance normalized
to their maxima for different output voltages of the function generators. Trends
denoted by arrows.
doubles approximately as well from around 0.5 to 1.0 while the amplitude of the fb
component stays relatively constant. This holds analogously for an increased voltage
output of the function generator of waveb.
In Figure 5.14 we see similar trends for the 2fa and 2fb components only that they
scale with the square of the fundamental amplitudes as predicted by the Equations
within Section 3.2.1. Thus, when we double the voltage of a function generator, the
according second harmonic will rise with a factor of approximately four. Compared
to this, the sum frequency rises only linear but in both axis directions as it depends
on both fundamental amplitudes. These results are well in line with theory. It should
also be pointed out that for a fixed center output voltage the sum frequency is highest
if the voltages of both function generators are close to each other according to 3.2.
Specifically, this effect means that the amplitude of the sum frequency at 525mVpp
for both outputs is higher than at 700 mVpp for one and 350mVpp for the other
output making the green bar in the middle in Figure 5.14 higher than the ones in















































Figure 5.15: Dependence of measured amplitudes on simultaneous scaling of the
output voltage of both function generators. All components are normalized to the
first data point. The fundamentals are plotted linearly whereas the square root is
taken of all level two waves. The reference curve has a slope of one.
1.2206 larger than when the output of wavea was 700mVpp and 350mVpp for waveb.
For the setup with exchanged amplitudes of wavea and waveb, the factor was 1.2626.
However, it is important to realize that the fundamental waves scaled very linearly
and the level two waves very quadratically from 350 to 525mVpp. This can be ob-
served in Figure 5.15 where both output voltages have been increased at the same
time. However, between 525mVpp and 700mVpp there is no linear development any-
more. The reason is that the exciting transducer has reached its limit and is not
able to deliver more amplitude even if the voltage is higher. Thus, if we correct for
this amplitude decrease and multiply a correction factor to increase the fundamental
amplitudes to fit the reference curve we can recalculate the obtained results for the
sum frequency increase. So instead of of 1.2206 we obtain 1.2206/1.08=1.1302 and
instead of 1.26257 we obtain 1.2626/1.065=1.1855 which are now much closer to the
theoretical factor for the simplified model of 5252/(700 ∗ 350) = 1.125. To confirm
this increase of the sum frequency another measurement solely in the linear region of
Figure 5.15 could be done in the future, so that no correction needs to be applied.
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Figure 5.16: Value of linear fit for different β’s normalized to their maxima for
different output voltages of the function generators.
Subsequently, when we compare the normalized β’s for three considered level 2 waves
for different voltage outputs we obtain the plot within Figure 5.12. As expected all
β’s are approximately constant. The reasons is that in the β formulas we find the
proportionality for appropriate pairs of fundamentals and level 2 waves as
β ∝
level 2 wave
product of two fundamentals
. (161)
And as the product of the fundamentals scales the same way as the level 2 waves, the
β stays approximately constant what is physically evident as the acoustic nonlinearity
parameter β is independent of the applied voltage.
Finally, we can state that voltage output variation is a good means to check the
amplitude dependence of the different frequency components, as the transducers re-
sponses stay constant for fixed frequencies and the wedge transducer and the amplifier
behave relatively linear. Also, it is not important that the actual relative amplitudes
measured differ from the voltage output of the function generators as the amplitudes
behave approximately multiplicative. Therefore, all discussed results hold even for
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the DFT shown in Figure 5.10 where the fundamental amplitudes have a large differ-
ence although the same voltage output has been used for both wave components. As
this factor between both fundamentals does not change much, it has no influence on
the interpretations presented in this section.
5.2.3 Variation of Frequencies for Fixed Amplitudes
In a second set of experiments, the output voltages of both function generators have
been fixed at 700mVpp and the frequencies have now been varied between 1.75 and
2.49MHz. Comparisons with the theory have shown that the transducer characteristic
is dominant over small variations in the FMR. It has been tried to compensate for the
air-coupled transducer frequency response as illustrated in the data sheet in Figure
5.6. However, there are many other parameters that change when the frequencies are
varied, like the exciting transducer characteristic. As there were too many unknowns,
it was impossible to compare this set of experiments to theoretical investigations and
results obtained for example in Section 3.2. Nevertheless, for a fixed center frequency
at 2.1MHz, the sum frequency stays constant at 4.2MHz and should therefore not
be affected by the frequency response of the detecting transducer. When we now
plot the amplitude of the sum frequency over different FMRs we obtain the plot il-
lustrated in Figure 5.17. According to the theory it makes sense that the amplitude
of sum frequency rises for higher FMR. But nevertheless, the increase is too large
to be caused only by the different frequencies. As the exciting transducer now has
relatively large influence on the results compared to the other components, the in-
crease of the sum frequency amplitude is most likely related to the easier excitation
for the higher FMRs as we are using a narrow band transducer which works well
when the frequencies to excite are close to the center frequency and as the motion of
the transducer displacement is less complex for similar frequencies. It is also possible






























Figure 5.17: Amplitude of sum frequency normalized to last data point for fixed
center frequency at 2.1MHz for different fb/fa.
the frequency similar to the results in Chapter 4 or that for example diffraction and
damping effects have already a not negligible influence. However, these question are
open to be investigated in the future.
5.2.4 Comparison of Experiments with Analytical Model
In the following it will be shown how the simplified diffraction model of Section
3.4 can be used to compensate for diffraction and damping. The idea is to fit the
equations for the fundamentals and the partial differential equations of the level
2 waves to the experimental data. The result of the applied fitting on the data
shown in Figure 5.11 is presented in the plot of Figure 5.18. By using the least
squares method, the theoretical model could be fitted to the experiments. The fitting
parameters have been the damping parameter of each wave component and a scaling
factor which accounts for the transducer characteristics. Also, experiments show
that the utilized transducers produce level 2 waves by themselves. This has been
qualitatively taken into account by fitting a Gaussian initial condition of the level 2
waves with as = 6.35mm. It should be pointed out that these values should be the
same for different specimen as it is a transducer characteristic. This means that it is
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Figure 5.18: Simplified diffraction model of Section 3.4 fitted to normalized exper-
imental data shown in Figure 5.11.
desirable to measure the transducer nonlinearity independently first and then apply
a fixed value to the different experiments. This has not been tested within this thesis
and therefore the transducer nonlinearity stays unknown. But it would be necessary
to characterize it in the future to test the feasibility of this initial nonlinearity. Also,
the obtained attenuation values of the fundamentals seem reasonable with 0.71Np/m
for fa and 0.24Np/m for fb. However, the attenuation factors of the level 2 waves were
19Np/m for 2fb and 21Np/m for 2fb and fa + fb. These values seem to be relatively
high and could be connected to the fact that the initial nonlinearity that gives the
best fits might be much lower than the actual nonlinearity from the transducer. As
this means that the curves start at a smaller initial value, the damping needs to be
larger to follow the decrease of the level 2 waves for higher propagation distances.






at x = 0 for a l and m of 1 or ±φ according to the considered components. The
b’s denote the fitted amplitudes. This yields a β that is corrected for diffraction and
damping and should theoretically only be different from the true β by a factor caused
by the measurement instruments. So in the case of absolute measurements one should
be able to calculate the true β at x = 0. Besides, the different normalization of each
component is only done for a more compact representation but should not be done
when comparing different materials. Finally, we can conclude that there are relatively
simple ways of correction for diffraction, attenuation and transducer nonlinearity to
get the β value at x = 0 where we cannot measure. However, the presented approach
needs to be validated by applying it to different materials.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
The results of this thesis show that it is possible to use Rayleigh wave mixing to
measure the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β to quantify material damage on up to
four ways. Several links could be shown between the analytical, finite element method
and experimental investigations that support the feasibility of the used approaches
and the mixing approach itself.
First, analytical investigations have been undertaken and simulation models devel-
oped that focus on the different domains like small propagation distances or different
effects like diffraction. With a simplified model general relations have been derived
that show how one can choose the mixing frequencies and initial amplitudes to maxi-
mize the considered level 2 wave. It has been shown that in the case of low attenuation
and high propagation distances, the horizontal velocity component forms a shock and
the vertical velocity a pulse independent of the frequency mixing ratio. Moreover,
general relationships between frequencies and amplitudes for mixed collinear Rayleigh
waves have been developed to enable selection of best frequency and amplitude ratios
for amplitude maxima. Furthermore, it has been shown how one can relate the am-
plitudes of the different mixing frequencies to obtain the same acoustic nonlinearity
parameter β in order to be able to measure the same quantity in up to four different
ways.
The analytical model has been validated with a finite element simulation for small
propagation distances. Here, the power of the analytical solution becomes apparent:
the simulation time is much smaller and the possibility to take into account a range
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of more than hundred harmonics without a problem.
Finally, experiments could confirm that the acoustic nonlinearity parameter β is mea-
surable for Rayleigh wave mixing. Furthermore, the analytically modeled amplitude
relations could be confirmed. Experiments also show that mixing requires careful
planning of frequencies excited and generated in the system as amongst others trans-
ducer responses will be different for different frequency components or frequency
mixing ratios. These differences between experiment and theory limit the possibility
of comparison to a certain extent.
6.2 Future Work
The mixing technique offers new possibilities to improve measurements of acoustic
nonlinearity. To fully validate the technique, detailed studies on different materials
should be conducted and compared to theoretical predictions. A well-founded study
would be important to show the robustness in real world applications.
An open question that has not been cleared regarding the FEM simulation is, amongst
others, if the analytical diffraction model can be validated. Therefore it would be ad-
vantageous to write an own code to get a better speed up than the speed up within
COMSOL for this specific problem. The two dimensional FEM simulation could also
be used for larger propagation distances where level 3 components get significant in
order to confirm the analytically modeled interactions with more involved compo-
nents in closer detail. Moreover, the transfer of energy from an excited P-wave in
a wedge to a Rayleigh surface wave could be investigated in closer detail. As FEM
simulations showed a significant amplitude change for a variation in frequency, it
might be of great value to understand this energy transfer process to excite larger
Rayleigh waves. This is important as they generate second harmonics that depend
on the square of the fundamental amplitudes.
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In regard of the experiments it would be very interesting to use a broadband exci-
tation and measuring technique to test if the difference frequency component can be
measured in a way that the results can be used for material characterization. Also, a
full characterization of the involved transducers could help to extent the theoretical
model to calculate more accurately what frequencies and amplitudes of the funda-
mental waves should be chosen to maximize the considered level 2 wave. Finally, to
validate the diffraction and damping correction of Section 5.2.4 transducer nonlinear-
ities could be characterized.
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